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WRAL-TV Raleigh, NC. The Nation's
First Daily HDTV Local News Broadcasts

Whot-_,-tc)r-) Comorotior-r
tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857/sales@wheatstone.com
copyright © 2001 by Wheatstone Corporation

A pioneer in HDTV broadcast technology,
WRAL-TV was the first USA station to broadcast
an HDTV signal in 1996 and is the country's first
news operation to present HD local news on a
continuous basis. The station is committed to
delivering the highest quality signal to its viewer
audience. Their audio board? A WHEATSTONE
TV -80 SERIES LIVETELEVISION CONSOLE.

"Our operators were given ample opportunity
to evaluate different consoles," says Craig Turner,
chief engineer at WRAL. After an extensive
assessment of competitive products "they found
the TV -80 easy to operate, with a convenient
design that includes all the features necessary to
achieve CD -quality audio."

WRAL is at the forefront of television broad-
cast technologies. YOUR station could be too.
contact WHEATSTONE for the best in TV audio!

\
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Harris Offers You More

Harris transmitters give you

more ways to start and complete

your transition to digital TV. So

regardless of the path you take,

Harris has the right solutions for

your journey. Plus, Harris has

more trained, experienced service

people than anyone else in

broadcasting. Which means

more peace -of -mind today

and tomorrow.

More Value. No one delivers higher reliability,

legendary 24/7 service, enhanced operating

efficiency and greater long-term capability.

In short, there is no better value than TV

transmitters from Harris.

More Confidence. Harris leads the industry

in digital broadcasting. And because Harris

builds every transmitter with the future in mind,

the system you buy today will serve you well for

years to come.

There's much more to the Harris value story, of

course. So contact your Harris representative

today for all the facts.

www.broadcast.harris.corn

next level solutions

SERVICE

SYSTEMS

AUTOMATION

TRANSM SSION
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52 GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY FOR REMOTE

BROADCASTING
By Jim Boston
The technology behind television remote broadcasting is
quite elaborate in both ingenuity and cost.

58 CENTRALCASTING: No BENEFIT WITH-
OUT RISK
By John Luff
The effects of falling revenue and rising costs have tipped
the scale towards increased need for automation.

75 A BROADCASTERS' GUIDE TO PSIP
By Jerry Whitaker
Survey helps recognize need for more education regard-
ing transmission of PSIP information.
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ON THE COVER:
The NMT HD -2 mobile

production truck
broadcasting a profes-

sional football game
from the Oakland

Coliseum. The HD truck
was designed and
integrated by Sony

Systems Integration
Center, San Jose, CA.

Photo courtesy of Sony
SIC. Concept: John

Benson and Deborah
Rice
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The right partner makes all the difference.
Panasonic: The Olympic Games' Broadcast Technology Partner.

Gold medal -winning performances require the right partner.

As the supplier of leading -edge digital video equipment to host

broadcasters for the past four Olympic Games, Panasonic has
proven itself a reliable and trusted technology partner. From the

skin -drenching humidity of Atlanta to the bone -chilling cold of

Nagano, Panasonic DVCPRO systems have flawlessly captured

the spellbinding imagery of Olympic sport and pageantry.

At the heart of the Salt Lake Games is Panasonic's 50Mbps
DVCPRO50 format, the official recording format. With its full

bandwidth, 4:2:2 sampled, studio -quality video and multi -channel,

uncompressed audio facilities, DVCPRO50 will preserve the breath-

taking performances of this year's
Games for future generations to enjoy.11111,8101 50

To acquire your piece of Olympic Winter Games history -the
actual equipment used in the production of these Games -visit

us at www.panasonic.camiolympicseries. And to learn more
about the DVCPRO family's superb technical and operational
benefits, visit www.panasonic.com/broadcast.

Ss;
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SALT LAKE 2002
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Panasonic
Official Partner of the

XIX Olympic Winter Games
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& REVIEWS

Applied Technologies

71 SNELL & WILCOX'S SYSTEM HD

78 MIRANDA: NETWORKING THE NETWORK

79 VCI's STAR II+ TRAFFIC SYSTEM FOR

CENTRALCASTING

Technology m transition
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Name this

VTR

Name and date this VTR.

Called a "Videocorder" it
claimed "electronic editing"
complete with the ability to
"tape your material from
other tapes, or off the air, or
live camera and insert them
into your pre -corded tapes

with perfect synchroniza-
tion." Correct entries will be
eligible for a drawing of the
new Broadcast Engineering t -
shirts. Enter by e-mail. Title
your entry "Freezeframe-
January" in the subject field
and send it to:
bdick@primediabusiness.com.

Correct answers received by
Feb. 17, 2002, are eligible to
win.
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Dolby Digital 5.1 surround sound perfectly completes DTV and HDTV broadcasts. For a small investment

in your audio, you get a big payoff: the same dynamic, all -encompassing, surround sound programming

your audience already experiences on DVDs, at the cinema, and from premium DBS and cable services.

Outfit your station now with the capability to transmit
Dolby Digital 5.1 surround sound-the final piece for your
DTV programs. For more information on our products and

technologies, including our Equipping for Surround Sound
brochure, please visit our website. BREAKING SOUND BARRIERS

www.dolby.comMTVaudio

DO Dolby

Dolby Laboratories. Inc.  100 Potrero Avenue  San Francisco. CA 94103-4813  Telephone 415-558-0200  Fax 415-863-1373
Wootton Bassett  Wiltshire SN4 8Q.I England  Telephone (44) 1793-842100  Fax (44) 1793-842101  www.dolhy.com

Dolby and the donble-D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. tD 2001 Dolby Laboratories. Inc. 001/14021



The New
Broadcast Engineering

Notice anything different about Broadcast
Engineering? We've changed.

It's with a lot of pride and enthusiasm
that we present the newly designed Broadcast Engi-
neering magazine. The staff has spent the last six
months working with leading magazine design firm
Alpanian Design Group to develop the best looking
and most readable magazine possible. We reviewed the
latest research in reader needs and preferences for

magazine look and feel. Then, led by Alan Alpanian
and his staff, we set about developing a completely new
look and feel that we believe is both unique and easier
to read. The new format is more open, more colorful
and easier on the eye.

Our goal was to improve the presentation, while
keeping the award -winning contents that keep read-
ers coming back. We've kept the knowledgeable au-
thors that have made Broadcast Engineering the Jour-
nal of Digital Television. Inside, you'll still find the work
of Brad Gilmer, Michael Robin, Don Markley, John
Luff, Paul McGoldrick and Harry Martin. Plus, we've
added a new technical writer, well-known and respected
industry guru, Craig Birkmaier. Craig will be focusing
his research and writing on several new topics designed

to help you better understand the application of tech-
nology to business.

We've also developed a new column, Download, to
look at a different technology each month. You'll learn
how the technology applies to your business and what
it takes to implement it. This will be a "heads -up" look
at developing applications that broadcasters and con-
tent developers are just now beginning to implement.
You'll learn what you can to do to bring their success
to your facility.

We've also made corresponding changes to our Web
site. Perhaps most beneficial to readers is the online clas-
sified ad section. Need a job, or want to post a job? See
our Web site, www.broadcastengineering.com, for help.

Over the last year, most of you have asked, "Will the
industry survive; will business get better?" You bet it
will! As evidence, a recent report commissioned by the
NAB and MSTV estimates that DTV set penetration
could reach 75.5 percent by 2006 if all new sets sold
after Jan. 1, 2004, had DTV tuners. And HDTV is in-
creasingly popular. Just visit your local electronics store
and watch people plunk down their credit cards for
large -screen, HD -capable sets. Indeed, this editor has
committed to HDTV with the purchase of his own
set. And as soon as my local stations begin HD trans-
missions, I'll be there with a tuner.

HD Olympic coverage will be provided on NBC and
on HDNet on a delayed basis. Millions will now have
an opportunity to view the Olympics in HD. When
viewers see HD in their friends' homes and at the lo-
cal electronics stores - they'll want it! And we want
you to share in the building excitement.

Over the next year, Broadcast Engineering will be bring-
ing you many exciting articles - all designed to help you
and your facility be more successful. From implement-
ing HD to datacasting to interactive TV, the answers lie
in the upcoming pages of Broadcast Engineering.

editorial director

Send comments to:  direct: editorgorimediabusiness.com  Web site: www.broadcastengineering.com
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Get a grip with simple switching solutions
Powerful, sleek and reliable. Miranda's Network Series Routing Switchers offer cost effective compact

packages in a complete range of analog, digitall, audio, video, HD and telecom routing switchers.

So compact, they can easily be mounted in the rear of a rack, reducing used rack space to zero.

Easy installation and maintenance free, Network Series Routing Switchers are available in sizes of 16x2

up to 128x2, 8x8, 16x16, 32x32 and 64x64. Switch today for the flexibility you want in the size you need.

www.miranda.com/network
Miranda Technologies Inc. tel.: 514.333.1772, ussaleviltroiranda com Miranda Europe: eurosales@miranda.com Miranda Asia: asiasalesemiranda.core THINK PURPLE
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SGI in Centralcasting
Newsflash! SGI led the certralcasting revolution-even before
the term "centralcasting` was coined. It's a well-known fact that
SGI" graphics workstations are a respected staple in broadcast
weather graphics, virtual sets and content creation. It's a less
well-known fact that SGI Media Server systems are powering
centracasting operations in broadcast, and cable networks. Add
the huge number of SG Origin' family servers used to cache
and store media on the Internet or stream media in video -on-

demand deployments and a different picture of SGI' solutions
begins to unfold.

Open Standards and Interoperability
The revolutionary SGI Distribute Data, View Video
approach to video serving, adopted by European centralized
broadcasters, is a key enabler to implementing the centralcast-
ing models currently being proposed throughout North America.
The flexible and scalable SGI approach applies open -system
design to a variety of centralcasting models. SGI Media Server
for broadcast interfaces with popular automation, news automa-
tion, and news services applications. A host of powerful SGI
partner products can also be integrated for browsing, editing,
transcoding, caching, streaming, digital asset management,
and archiving.

The SGI Media Server for broadcast is at the
center of some highly efficient centralcasting
infrastructures already implemented in Europe.
These customers see great performance advantages in the
combination of video serving and TP (total performance) stor-
age technology from SGI.

SGI Media Server for Broadcast
Peoprietary systems are very good at doing what they are
sLpposed to do. That's the problem. The rules and your needs
change and closed systems can't keep up. Unlike other media
servers on the market, the SGI system is based on Origin fami-
ly servers and the industry's most robust UNIX'operating sys-
tem, RIX'. And its operation is based on open standards for
video, data networking, file transfer, and storage. Format agility
is key to SGI Media Server for broadcast which supports the
most popular broadcast digital formats-MPEG -2 (3Xi= and

XFfile formats), DVCPRO, and uncompressed. For moving
video within or between facilities, the SGI Media Server for
broadcast manages vdeo as data and distributes files at faster
than real-time rates over data networks. It is a powerful and
versatile solution for mission -critical applications including
acquisition, play to air, commercial insertion, serving digital news
editing systems, and distribution between and within facilities.

Digital Asset Management
and Centralcasting
A centralcasting model generates a need for asset manage-
ment. The layer of the centralcasting architecture above media
servers is the asset management software that controls the
transfer and archive of video files. SGI' StudioCentral" Library
is a digital asset management infrastructure that is globally
scalable and built on ooen standards.

The SGI approach is that asset management and broadcast
serving must work hand-in-hand: This is why SGI StudioCentral
Library 3.0 integrates with Media Server for broadcast and tape
robotics for backup and archives. StudioCentral is engineered
to seamlessly scale to global, usage and harness the content -
sharing power of fast wide area networks. Media Server for
broadcast, StudioCential, and SGI' Total Performance storage
products provide the structural framework for other third -party
applications.

Scalable Serving and File Sharing
Regardless of the distance, moving video over data networks
with highly scalable Origin family servers preserves the quali-
ty of the content. Data is identical from where it left to where
it arrives. But, even more important, the speed of the transfer
is a business decision that can be controlled by you instead
of the server manufacturer because SGI has the largest
variety of network interfaces available. The Origin series
provides unparalleled sustained throughput for high-speed
support of the latest networking p-otocols. With thei- superior
scalable processors, storage, I/O network connectivity, high -

bandwidth, and efficient resource distribution, Origin family
servers are performance leaders-the most modular in the
industry.

Total Performance Storage
SGI" Total Performance 9400 (TP9400) storage arrays enable
customers to solve large, complex content management
challenges with standard or customized solutions designed
for reliability and throughput. The 2Gb SGI TP9400 storage
system with the SG!' CXFS" clustered file system serves as
a broadcast SAN uniquely enabling heterogeneous, simulta-
neous and faster -than -real-time shared file access between
multiple hosts for applications such as direct server editing
while simultaneously protecting bandwidth for critical broad-
cast applications. CXFS software with an SGI TP9400 SAN
provides faster time to content creation and distribution by
enabling users to share the same video over fast data
connections, avoiding the need to move or copy data during
each step of the workflow process.

SG! Worldwide, Corporate Headquarters. 1600 Amphitheatre Pkwy., Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
102 Silion Graphics. Inc All nghts reserve.' S3enificationa subject to change without notice Silk.on Srat hies. SGI. Ongin IRIX, and the SGI logo are registered trademarks and Media Commerce, Sd Media Server. CXFS. and XFS are Trademarks of Silicon

Graph.. Inn UNIX is a mastered trademark of The Open Crowe in the U S and other countnes AI cher Irademarks mentioned herein are the properly of their respective owner,
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SVERIGES TELEVISION (SW) of Sweden transitioned to
all -digital production with 34 SGI Media Servers for Broad-
cast and an SGI Origin 3400 system, moving all of its news,
sports, and current events programming units into a new, all -
digital facility in Stockholm supported by the SGI infrastructure.

"Sveriges Television is very pleased to have launched a
new digital production system based on Internet technology.
The new system was put to a test during the extreme news
situation the first week of operation in early September,
and came through without failures," said Niklas Krantz,
project manager for SVT. "The networked system, where
playout is done from seven SGI Origin 200 Media Servers,
ingest from three 4 -channel SGI Media Servers and file
transfers directed through an SGI Origin 3400, covers the
whole of Sweden: 10 news rooms in Stockholm and 10
regional news rooms around Sweden, connected on a net-
work for faster than real-time transfers of video files. We
have been able to do more than we ever thought possible
with SGI Media Server."

THE WEATHER CHANNEL relies on two SGI Origin 2000
servers, and more than 50 Silicon Graphics 02 high-per-
formance graphics visualization systems b deliver weather
information to cable head -ends throughout the U.S. Over
2,000 SGI media servers receive the centralcast localized
weather information and play to air under 'central control.
SGI systems also enable the Weather Channel to broadcast
local weather forecasts to over 10,000 different locations.

"The Weather Channel uses SGI visual workstations to
process, store and distribute weather imagery to cable sys-
tems throughout the United States," said Raymond Ban,
executive vice president for meteorological affairs and oper-
ations, The Weather Channel. "Thanks b SGI technology,
The Weather Channel is able to bring viewers the newest
graphics and most accurate, up-to-the-rniniute forecasts."

FRANCE TELEVISION PUBLICITE, the advertising produc-
tion subsidiary of national broadcaster France Television,
converted last year to all -digital ad insertion using SGI Origin
servers for their public service networks (France 2, France 3
and La Cinquieme) and six cable TV stations.
"La Cinquieme broadcasts clips in MPEG-2 formats, which
are transferred from a central production to the remote
transmission facilty then served directly from the SGI Media
Server for Broadcast," says Christophe Scherer, France
Television Publicite's IT director. "It not only saves consider-
able editing time, but also enables us to react rapidly to any
last-minute changes before on -air broadcast."

Phone: 1-800-800-SGI1 www.sgi.com



ATSC Table 3
Michael Robin:
I enjoy reading your articles. In your

column Getting from 4:3 to 16:9 on
the Broadcast Engineering Web site,
you did make one (to some people)
faux pas. There is no 720 horizontal
format in Table 3 in the ATSC stan-
dard.

JOHN GOLITSIS

MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO, CANADA

Michael Robin responds:

I have several comments as follows:
1) Format conversions from 4:3

SDTV to 16:9 HDTV use sig-
nal sources as specified by the
ITU-R BT.601 Recommenda-
tion with a 4:2:2 sampling strat-
egy. Table 1 of the ATSC A53
lists this standard as well as two
HDTV standards and refers to
them as "Standardized Video
Input Formats."

2) The "601" signals using the 4:2:2
sampling strategy have an active
luminance sampling grid of 720
pixels by 483 lines. While the 720
sample structure is slightly ad-
hered to, some signals may
change the active number of
lines to slightly different values.
In my example, I used the
720x480 source format.

3) The change from 720 horizon-
tal pixels to 704 occurs in the
ATSC compressor. Table 3 of the
ATSC A53 lists the allowed com-
pression formats. The ATSC
document does not explain why
720 is changed to 704 in the
compressor. Interestingly, the
ATSC A63 version intended for
countries using the 625/50 scan-
ning format specifies 720 pixels
instead of 704. So, this is another
ATSC item needing revision.

In response to the Could Dead Birds
Delay DTV? editorial, Broadcast En-
gineering writer and consultant Don
Markley reports:

A few years ago, I had the occasion to
testify at a zoning hearing for a new
2000 -foot tower north of Des Moines,
IA, the third in an existing antenna farm.

Some of the protestors to the new
tower presented a paper that had been
prepared by either Iowa State or the
University of Iowa showing the results
of a two-year study of the dead birds
around the tower. The protesters used
the research to argue that any new
structure would simply kill more birds
and should not be allowed.

Upon studying the report, we found
that none of the dead birds discovered
around the towers were on the endan-
gered species list or even presented a
concern about their populations. In
fact, many of the birds the protesters
were concerned about were on the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's listing of
birds that are considered to be common
pests and disease carriers.

We argued that the tower, therefore,
provided a valuable public service in
reducing the population of those un-
desirable pests without killing any en-
dangered or concerned species.

While the zoning commission didn't
buy our argument as to the public ser-
vice provided by the tower, they also
didn't consider the bird kill to be objec-
tionable and approved the tower.

Is cable preventing HDTV?

Since August of this year, I have been
on a list of people waiting for HD boxes
from Time Warner cable (located in a
large mid -United States city). As of two
weeks ago, I was number 492 on a list
of 700 or so local people who are also
waiting on HD set -top boxes from the
cable company. The customer service
rep I talked to had no idea how much
longer I might have to wait.

This is an improvement over when I
first put my name on that list. Then, the
customer service rep at the Time Warner
office couldn't (or wouldn't) even tell me
how long it might take or how many
people were ahead of me. In fact, she
seemed to want me to stop asking ques-
tions and leave as soon as possible.

This time when I called, they had a
partial answer for the delay, "They're
made by hand:'

Aside from the question of hand
construction, this seems like a strange
way to do business, especially with this
kind of demand. If there are 700
people on the list for an HD STB that
will cost them an extra $10 per month
into eternity, that amounts to a mini-
mum of $84,000 per year for the cable
company. All that money is sitting on
the table right now! And, that doesn't
take into account the many potential
subscribers who may have gotten dis-
couraged and went to DirecTV.

The slow penetration of HDTV is of-
ten rightfully blamed on the broadcast-
ers' lack of HD content. But, with major
cable companies like Time Warner as the
gateway to these programs, it seems
hypocritical for the cable industry to
claim that it can't (won't) make HD STBs
available to the customers who've been
waiting months to get them.

SBE CERTIFIED BROADCAST TELEVISION

ENGINEER

NAME WITHHELD ON REQUEST
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aVGRASS VALLEY GROUP

When you dive into an
uncertain future,

make sure you do it
from a secure platform.

Changing delivery systems. Proliferating standards. Complex asset management. These are just a few of the rapidly emerging
demands that can sink most video servers. Good thing the Profile® XP Media Platform does so much more than traditional video
servers. The Profile XP features an advanced architecture capable of handling formats from SD and HD to the Internet, for the
ultimate in future -proof digicasting.

Take, for example, the new PVS1100. A member of the Profile XP family that's optimized for demanding production
applications like news and sports. It offers superior performance in either a distributed, or networked environment. Insulating
you from "you guessed it" future changes. Plus, it gives you the world's best off -speed play technology, as well as tight
integration with our Digital News Production Solution and major third party applications. Standing behind all this is the Profile
XP's built-in redundancies that have zero tolerance for failure. And the Grass Valley Group service team. They're always ready
to help with your transition to digicasting. Is it any wonder that more broadcasters and video professionals in more places
throughout the world rely on the Grass Valley Group to produce, manage and deliver media content? Come on in, the future
feelsgreat.www.grassvalleygroup.com/ad/profile MEDIA WITI-OUT BOUNDS" SOLUTIONS

Maximize product performance through Training, http:/twww.gvgtraining.com.
22001 Grass Valley Group. Inc Profile is a regislerediradernart of the GfeSS Valley Group. in,



Casting for DTV
Business Models
BY CRAIG BIRKMAIER

Is data the big fish that
got away?
Two years ago data broadcasting

was catching the enthusiastic interest of
broadcasters looking for additional rev-
enue streams from their investments in
the DTV transition. Everyone was cast-
ing their bait into the DTV stream.

Today, a business plan that will turn
data broadcasting into a viable busi-
ness remains elusive.

Questions about modulation and

gress. This despite the fact that ancil-
lary services were authorized by the
1996 Telecommunications Act.

Questions about the allocation of bits
for these new services have been raised
by the broadcast networks, apparently
concerned about the impact on the de-
livered quality of HDTV programming
and/or the ability to entice affiliates to
carry network data services.

And the question of how to deploy a
sufficient quantity of data -broadcast -

Action on the Internet has shifted to business -to -
business applications.

reception have cast doubt on the vi-
ability of DTV broadcasting to push
IP data and digital media content to
the masses.

Questions about the use of the DTV
channel to compete with other broad-
band services have been raised by Con-

ne fifth of surfers

November 2000

Broadband
12%

capable receivers to enable a viable
business remains unanswered.

Today, the only platform that exists
for data broadcasting is a PC, to which
one must add a DTV receiver board
that costs between $300 and $500. Ex-
ternal receivers that interface with a PC

Broadband growth = 90%
Internet growth = 11

SOURCE: Nielsen/NetRatings

November 2001

Broadband
20%

www. nielsen. corn

Where's them'
competition?

Congressional subcommittees of
the Justice and Commerce
committees held hearings about the
proposed merger of DirecTV and
Dish Networks on Dec. 4, 2001. As it

to demonstrate just how confusing
these issues are, at these hearings,
most 7,ongressmen took positions
for or against the proposed DBS
merger, but they did not divide
down party lines, or along rural/
urban lines.

The fundamental question is who's
competing virth whom?
If the merger is viewed from the
narrow perspective that DirecTV
competes only with DISH Net-
works, it seems clear that the
merger would be denied. But DISH
and DirecTV argued that the real
competitor is cable, and that they
need economies of scale to
compete more effectively.
A key factor in the debate is
carriage of local broadcast signals
via the DBS services. Since
DirecTV and DISH are competing
for the largest markets, where they
can reach more potential sub-
scribers, they ouplicate the local
signais they carry. New spot beam
satellftes are on the way that will
make it possible to carry more
local broadcast channels, but
there would be better synergy if
the competing DBS services did

not need to duplicate both local
channels and tie 100 to 200
national channels they deliver
today. At the hearings they
promised to deliver all local signals
to 100 markets, including at least
one TV market in every state. BE

14 broadcastengineering.com JANUARY 2002



TAKE THE MAXELL
CHALLENGE

SEE WHY NO RECORDABLE MEDIA
OUTPERFORMS MAXELL

BILL THOMPSON
Crawford Communications, Inc.

STEVE WILD

Grace & Wild, Inc.

MARK SMIRNOFF
Modern VideoFilm

RANDALL PARIS DARK
HD Vision

Join industry leaders such as Bill Thompson of Crawford Communications, Inc.,
Mark Smirnoff of Modern Videofilm, Steve Wild of Grace & Wild, Inc., and Randall Dark of HD Vision.
Find out for yourself what they already know - that no other recordable media outperforms Maxell.

E

0

0

o

When it comes to outstanding quality, reliability and customer service, Maxell is at the forefront of
the industry. No other tape has a better signal-to-noise ratio, better picture clarity & longer life.

We guarantee it.

maxell
PROFESSIONAL

To learn more about Maxell Professional Media, call 1.800.533.2836 or visit our website at maxellpromedia.com.
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via USB or Firewire have not been de-
veloped for ATSC.

The collapse of the dotcoms, not to
mention the downturn in television ad
revenues, didn't help. Geocast was un-
able to line up additional funding and
pulled the plug March 1, 2001. iBlast
managed to secure additional funding,
and is now testing the first of more
than a dozen proposed services in Los

Angeles. DTVPlus, a joint venture with
WRAL-DT, recently launched TotalCast,
the first regularly scheduled data broad-
cast service, in Raleigh/Durham, NC.
Dotcast is working with Disney to de-
velop a system that will use both analog
and digital broadcasts to deliver movies
to local cache storage for consumption
on demand. Meanwhile, SpectraRep
has focused on business -to -business

All
the
right
moves.

rrelemetrics'TM-CTS Curved Trolley
1 System turns a new corner in versa-

tility, performance and price. With low -
profile aluminum curved and straight
tracks that can be easily mounted on
lighting truss, the ceiling or shelf. A
precision engineered trolley with
smooth and quiet operation that can
be configured for single coax cable con-
nection and high-speed operation. Plus
pan, tilt, zoom and focus capability.

The TM -CTS also integrates with
Telemetrics' complete line of control
panels, software, receivers and acces-
sories to meet virtually any camera
robotics application. Add some new
moves to your productions with
Telemetrics -- the camera robotics com-
pany with all the right moves.

Telemetrics Inc.
CAMERA ROBOTICS SYSTEMS

6 Leighton Place, Mahwah, NJ 07430
201-848-9818 Fax 201-848-9819
www.telemetricsinc.com

DTVPIus and WRAL-DT recently
launched a datacasting service to
transmit broadband content such as
the game shown above directly to
personal computers.

applications using encrypted DTV
broadcasts.

The PC remains at the center of the
datacasting pond, largely because of the
rapid proliferation of new forms of digi-
tal media based upon the Internet's
TCP/IP packet data standards. The pro-
grammable nature of the PC enables en-
trepreneurs and early adopters to test the
waters of this new medium in hopes of
landing the killer app that will drive
DTV into millions of homes.

To address this opportunity, a wide
range of companies, with technologies
relevant to the development of the
markets for datacasting, have formed
the PC DTV Promoters Group. Mem-
ber companies offer technology or ser-
vices that enable PC users to receive
digitally broadcast signals from terres-
trial stations, cable services or satellite
providers. Products include DTV re-
ceiver cards, HDTV software decod-
ers and data broadcasting services.

Business models for
datacasting

Despite the lack of success with
datacasting to date, there are those
who are still optimistic.

Pete Lude, vice president of broad -cast
engineering for iBlast, is one. Lude' be-
lieves that the current DTV transmis-
sion standard is solid enough to build a
viable datacasting service upon. "High-
speed cable and DSL data services can't
reach everyone today. We can reach
more potential customers than cable or
DSL in most markets." iBlast counts
among its affiliates 255 TV stations in

16 broadcastengineering.com JANUARY 2002
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Specifications:
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(w/ option EFA-B3, RF Preselection)

Simultaneous Decoding & Measurement

 SMPTE 310 Serial Output

6 MHz SAW Filter
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Level
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Carrier Frequency

BER, SNR, MER, EVM
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EFA Family of
Television Test

Receivers

Displays:
 Ghost Pattern
 Frequency Response

Constellation Diagram

 Amplitude/Phase Response

 Spectrum Display

COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION:
"SEARCH EFA" ON OUR INTERNET SITE.

http://vvvvw.rohde-schwarz.com
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Anton/Bauer
will be the Battery
and Charger of
choice for Olympic
broadcasters...
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4 Anton/Bauer will be
available on site
February 4th to
February 26th 2002

Support team
available 24/7

40
NO;r Contact us at

203-521-1397

Service, loaners, rentals,
and sales of equipment
available

Check us out at
www.antonhauer.com
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equipment needs to:
Olympics(a)
antonhauer.corn

Anton/Bauer, Inc.
14 Progress Drive

Shelton CT 06484
203-929-1100

wv.antonbauer.com

Download

156 markets.
Still, Lude' concedes that the real

question is "What is the business
model?" Hoping to answer that
question, iBlast is testing a PC -
centric new service called
Powercast to deliver news, enter-
tainment, movie trailers and pro-
gram reviews, with content being
provided by iBlast investors.

In Raleigh/Durham, WRAL-DT
recently began deployment of the
TotalCast service in collaboration
with DTVPlus and AccessDTV.
The service broadcasts broad-
band content including video on
demand and local programming
directly to personal computers

PC DTV Promoters Group
wwwpcdtv.org/

Data casting companies/services
dotcast

WWW.datcast.com/htdocs/
home.htm

DTV3lus
V/Nw.dtvplus.com/

iBlast
W NW. iblastcom/

SpectraRep
wNw.spectrarep.com/

TotalCast
totalcastdtvplus.com/

TV+Internet
W'NW.tvplusintemetcom/

lAavexpress
www.vvavexpress.com/

Receiving hardware
AccessDTV

www.accessdtv.com/
B )C7

www.b2c2inc.com/products/
pc-products.html

Hainpauge
www.hauppauge.com/

Ravisent
www.ravisentcom/products/
indexCPDTV.html

Videon Central
www.videon-central.com/
hdtv.phtml

using the digital television signal.
Products that integrate analog televi-

sion/cable tuners and personal video re-
cording capabilities for PCs have been
selling briskly. But the total number of
consumers using DTV datacasting ser-
vices may still number in the hundreds.

Today the real action on the Internet
is in business -to -business applications.
Most businesses have broadband capa-
bilities, a critical enabling technology for
applications enhanced with digital me-
dia. One business focused on this op-
portunity is SpectraRep.

SpectraRep bridges the gap between
the content provider and local content
distributors by bringing them together
by delivering content via satellite to a lo-
cal broadcast station that then becomes
the hub of a local wireless streaming
media network The DTV broadcast in-
frastructure is used much like an STL.
Each reception site benefits from a fixed
professional antenna installation and
any equipment required for bridging
into the facility's analog TV or data net-
works. For example, SpectraRep is work-
ing with its affiliate KLAS-DT in Las Ve-
gas to create distribution networks fo-
cused on the trade show business in Las
Vegas. The Las Vegas and Sands Con-
vention Centers and a number of area
hotels are equipped to receive and dis-
tribute the data broadcast.

Cooperation
According to John Able, a former

head of the NAB, broadcasters need to
work together to develop a competi-
tive business model. He believes they
first need to develop a receiving device
that supports existing TV sets.

Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant
at Pcube Labs, and hosts and moderates
the Open DTV Forum.

IN ADDITION
Visit our Web site,
www.broadcastengineering, for
more discussion on the options
available to broadcasters
searching for a way to generate
revenue by datacasting.
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.Announcing a
technological breakthrough:

A serial digital interface
audio video delay.

Delaying everything for up to 10 seconds is as easy as pushing a
button. Delaying everything for as long as an additional 20 seconds
is also an option.

The new D1 Pipeline is Prime Image's popular Pipeline
audio/video delay device, but with a serial digital interface. D1
Pipeline features 10 -bit video processing, with primary as well as an
auxiliary/alternate video input. Audio processing is 24 -bit, with four
channels in and out; select AES/EBU, digital or analog. Four auxil-
iary/alternate audio channels (also AES/EBU, digital analog) can be
switched with, or independent of, auxiliary video. All that, in a rack -
mounted unit just 2U high.

.4r) D1 Pipeline. It's about time - delaying it, utilizilg the latest
high-speed computer technology.

Pri e
The D_gital Video People

Tel (408) 867-6519 Fax (408) 926-7294
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Use of Digital
Frequencies
for Analog Operations
BY HARRY C MARTIN

In September, the FCC issued an
order regarding its ongoing 700
mHz "band -clearing" proceed-

ings in which it said television stations
now operating on Channels 59-69 can
move to their digital channels and op-
erate in the analog mode until the lat-
ter of December 31, 2005, or the date
in which there is 70 percent penetra-
tion of DTV receivers in their markets.

Previously, the Commission had en-
couraged band clearing by Channel
59-69 licensees, but said that any sta-
tion moving its DTV channel as part
of a band -clearing plan would have
to convert to DTV and abandon ana-
log operations altogether by the May
1, 2002, DTV operations deadline.

Various wireless industry groups have
been pushing the FCC to adopt proce-
dures to encourage clearing the 700
mHz band so it will be available for
public safety and advanced wireless ser-
vices. The FCC wants to clear the band
so it can proceed with a planned June
19th auction of 700 mHz spectrum,
which the government hopes will bring
in billions of dollars. But with broad-
casters occupying the band for the in-
definite future, the FCC may be selling
"green bananas" and will not likely re-
ceive the huge sums it expects.

The National Association of Broad-
casters and the Association of Maximum
Service Telecasters have been participat-
ing in these proceedings in order to en -

Dateline
The deadline for commencement of
DTV operations by all commercial
stations is May 1, 2002. For non-
commercial educational stations,
the deadline is May 1, 2003.

sure that existing TV stations do not find
their service areas compromised by the
new short -spaced analog facilities. The
FCC allows a DTV station to cause in-
terference (calculated according to the
Longley-Rice method) to up to two per-
cent (2%) of the Grade B service area of
an incumbent analog station. However,

standards, there will be very little band
clearing until the nation has converted
to DTV. With most DTV receivers still
on the shelves at Circuit City and Best
Buy, such a conversion is years away.

Individual applications now are pend-
ing that propose the use of DTV chan-
nels in the analog mode. The short-spac-

Various wireless industry groups have been push-
ing the FCC to adopt procedures to encourage

clearing the 100 mHz band.

the analog -to -analog interference rules
are based on the minimum mileage
spacings contained in Section 73.610 of
the FCC's rules. An industry study shows
that of the 82 stations in the Channel
59-69 band which have DTV channels
in the core (channels 2-51), only two
could meet the FCC's analog spacing
standards using their DTV channels.
This is not surprising. If DTV-allotted
channels were fully spaced under the
analog rules they would have been
added to the Table of Allotments as ana-
log stations years ago.

This means the FCC's September
initiative to further encourage Chan-
nel 59-69 band clearing may be a com-
plete flop. Such a failure, as noted,
would have disastrous consequences
for the FCC's efforts to get top dollar
at its upcoming 700 mHz auction.
Potential bidders for the frequencies
will have no idea when they will be
vacant and available for wireless use.
Unless the FCC agrees in the context
of individual waiver requests or
through further action in its band -
clearing rulemaking proceeding to
relax its analog -to -analog interference

ing waiver requests in some of these
applications show that less interference
would be caused than the FCC has al-
ready permitted the station to cause if it
operated on the same channel in the
DTV mode (e.g., 1.9 percent interfer-
ence to the co -channel station's Grade
B when the new facility is operating in
the analog mode vs. 2.0 percent if the
facility were operating, as already autho-
rized by the FCC, in the DTV mode).
Ultimately, the FCC may need to take
the rulemaking route to determine how
much protection should be given to the
incumbents from the temporary analog
operations.

Harry C. Martin is an attorney with Fletcher,
Heald & Hildreth PLC, Arlington, VA.

IN ADDITION
For a look at how NCE-TVs may

profit from DTV, visit our Web site at
www.broadcastengineering.com
and click on FCC Update.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

harry_martin@primediabusiness.com
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Internal
power supply

Seamless switching with cuts and dissolves between
RGB input #1 and any video input

41704114)40_

I
Composite video, S -video, component video,

HDTV, and RGB inputs
(RGB will be passed through on output)

Optional
SDI input

Color, tint, brightness, contrast, sharpness, horizontal
and vertical sizing, and horizontal and vertical centering

Pass -through and scaled RGB outputs
available simultaneously on 15 -pin HD

connector and five BNCs

Extron® DVS 406

Audio switching
option

RS -232 control

The Next Generation Video Scaler
Extron introduces the DVS 406, a resolution -enhancing video scaler with an innovative feature set. The DVS 406 combines input flexibility and
seamless switching with superior image quality enhanced by Extron's patent -pending scaling technologies: Dynamic Motion Interpolation
(DMIrm), 3:2 and 2:2 pulldown detection with True -Rate Film RecoveryTM, and Accu-RATE Frame Lock (AFLTm). With this high
performance scaler, A/V system integrators can improve image quality and simplify system design while building in future -ready upgradeability.

Extron's DVS 406 video scaler provides the following advantages:

 Converts NTSC, PAL, or SECAM video into high -resolution RGB video

 33 different output rates, including HDTV

 Six video inputs for input flexibility: One RGB or HDTV to RGB converter,
one RGB or interlaced or progressive component video, three composite video or S -video,
one SDI (optional)

 Seamless switching with cuts and dissolves between RGB input #1 and any
video input

 Dynamic Motion Interpolationrm delivers superior level of image
enhancement with no loss of image fidelity

 3:2 pulldown detection for NTSC and 2:2 film detection for PAL
helps maximize image detail and sharpness for materials that
originated from film

 True-Raterm recovers the natural motion dynamics of material that
originated from film

 Accu-RATE Frame LockTm technology solves frame rate conversion issues

 SDI input option

 Key capability allows text to be overlaid onto video

Extron
DVS 406

 Aspect ratio control - Ability to resize image to accommodate Extron
RGB 109x

different aspect ratios

 HD YUV to RGB converter

 Audio option available

 RS -232, contact closure, and optional IR remote control
Video Camera 1

Plasma
Display

Extron.. Electronics
800.633.9876

www.extron.com

Projector

RS -232
Control

Video Camera 2

DVD

VCR

Codec

www.extron.com/4/dvs406

Copyright 0 2002 Extron Electronics. All I tglt t rdcicuttilk, Mal 11,d are the property of their respective owners.
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U) PPV/VOD
BY LARRY BLOOMFIELD

Video on demand (VOD)
and interactive television
(iTV) currently seem to

be popular topics with broadcasters.
When it comes to

multicasting, the FCC says a
television station is only re-
quired to transmit its main
channel in the clear. Depend-
ing on the quality of service
needed and the type of mul-
tiplexing used, a station can
transmit more than a dozen
channels to serve almost any
need, purpose or audience.
Cable and multipoint distri-
bution systems have been
generating revenue by sub-
scription and pay per view
(PPV) for decades.
Other potential revenue

generators include near
video on demand (NVOD)
and subscription video on
demand (SVOD). But mar-
ketable content is critical to
making any of these ser-
vices successful.

The term "pay per view"
usually conjures visions of
movies, concerts, sports and
other special events, but why
not add to that educational
opportunities or other non -
entertainment applications?

In addition to the DTV ap-
proach of over the air (OTA)
multicast, there is also the
option of offering VOD/PPV
and iTV material using the
Internet. If real-time delivery
is not necessary, VOD can of-
fer QoS that could exceed
that of HDTV, provided
end users have storage and
playback facilities in place

to accommodate it. As the quality of IP
delivery improves this could become an
important alternative delivery approach.

iTV is slowly coming into its own also.

There's little question that iTV will
make use of both PSIP and IP to afford
full two-way digital communication.

The University of California at
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An integral part of utilizing PPVNOD for revenue generation is having mechanisms such
as the system shown above in place to control access to material and handle billing.
Image courtesy NDS.
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Dynamic - Modular products for interface, conversion,
distribution, processing, routing and more...
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Intelligent - Software tools provide remote control,
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operation and upgrades
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The marriage of superlative hardware and
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and conversion product dne capable of
IP-based network control, diagnostics,
inventory and monitoring.

Once just a glint in an engineer's eye, our little
miracle is undoubtedly destined for greatness.

The NEO series of modular
products is engineered to provide a
smarter, superior system. Born to be
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of the future.
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Berkeley, for example, has a VOD sys-
tem that is designed to provide access
to a large amount of video information
over computer networks. Clients can
submit requests over the Internet to the
VOD system to view audio, video and
graphical streams. Data is then streamed
from a media file server through the
network to the client's computer.

CNN has a rather impressive VOD
service available on the Internet, as well
as by subscription to other delivery
technologies. This technology could be
scaled down to fit the needs of a local
or regional operation.

If broadcasters wish to get paid for
their on -demand services, they need to
maintain control of the content. Figure
1 (on page 22) shows a typical demand
video system for hire. Whether the de-
livery method is terrestrial, broadband,
hardwire or satellite, conditional access
is important to the delivery of content.

A subscription management system
(SMS) can be used to grant access to

the method of distribution. Once there
is a subscriber base, the next level of
control grants conditional access to
specific material and provides a level
of protection to the producer of the
content. This is key in light of concerns
about copyright protection and intel-
lectual property rights.

Conditional access systems deter-
mine the time, delivery method and
length of subscriber access to the se-
lected material, ensures they get billed
for that access, and protects content
from unauthorized viewing.

There are a number of ways of letting
subscribers know what is available for
purchase, including a menu or GUI
where selections can be made. Some sys-
tems rely on a set -top box with a smart
card that the end user addresses. Other
approaches require the subscriber to call
in to select what they want to see. Both
record the choices for billing purposes.

Broadcasters wishing to implement on -
demand video services must have access

to the material they wish to distribute,
either in -plant or from one of several
"networks" offering these services.

Video servers are becoming a main-
stay in most television facilities and can
be used to provide local access to ma-
terial for on -demand services. The ca-
pacity and the number of output ports
are the only limiting factors in grant-
ing access to a video server's contents.

Purchasers of an automation system
would be well advised to find out if
their intended system will accommo-
date SMS, CA and other such add-ons;
some of the better known names in this
field will not at this time.

Cable and DTH operators have
found PPV and NVOD lucrative and
many are introducing iTV. Broadcast-
ers might do well to give some con-
sideration to this method of generat-
ing revenue. BE

Larry Bloomfield is a consultant in the
broadcast industry.

Build a Networked Broadcast Studio
Turn around programming and news faster than ever
before. ACQUIRE raw feeds directly to disk. EDIT in real
time. CREATE graphics, titles and animations. PLAYOUT
straight to air. Shared storage and common file formats
mean transcading, tape swapping and running back
and forth between recording rooms, edit bays and the
playout center are a thing of the past. Welcome to the
digital era!

The increased productivity, quality and cost-effectiveness
inherent in an all -digital networked broadcast studio
can be a reality in your environment. Matrox-based
solutions are already making it happen 24/7 in facilities
around the world.

Contact us today for a free white paper that describes
how you can build and benefit from an all -digital facility.

1-866-270-4636
www.matrox.com/video

cost-effective . flexible . proven

m
(Digital Video Solutions.
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Strike one, you're out.
A single bolt of lightning can throw you off the air for hours - even days.

Even if your grounding exceeds minimum
-equirements, you could be in for some major
eague problems. One New England TV station
ost $140,000 in equipment costs. plus untold
amounts in revenue, from lightning damage.
A midwestern FM station was tossed off the air
for several weeks, costing them thousands of
dollars. And lightning doesn't affect just com-
mercial stations. Virtually every transmission
tower - whether for police and firs stations, 911
call centers or telecommunications - is at risk.

The only way to play it safe is to upgrade

your grounding system to 1-5 ohm resistance,
as recommended by IEEE. At a fraction of
what it would cost tc repair and replace dam-
aged equipment, you can get a correctly sized,
properly installed cooper -based grounding
system. It's what these two statiors did. And
lightning hasn't been a problem sirce.

Learn how to protect your statior from striking
out - get our Power Quality CD-ROM
and case histories tcday. Call ODA a-.
888-480-4276. Or v sit us at
http://powerquality.copper.org.

Copper Development Association Inc.
2:0 Madison Avenue  New York. NY 10016



Understanding
03 Composite Analog Video

BY MICHAEL ROBIN

11 color television systems
use the principle of addi-
tive colors, with green,

I blue and red as primary colors. The
precise colorimetry coordinates are set

- in relevant standards. Monochrome
compatibility requires the generation
and transmission of a full -bandwidth

O signal representing the brightness
component of the televised scene. This
component is called the "luminance!'
The mathematical expression for the
luminance signal is:

= 0.587 FG + 0.114 FR -F 0.299
, where

E'y = The gamma -corrected voltage
corresponding to the luminance infor-
mation

= The gamma -corrected voltage
corresponding to the green informa-
tion

E'B = The gamma -corrected voltage
corresponding to the blue information

E'R = The gamma -corrected voltage
corresponding to the red information

14
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Professionals look to indust Web sites

In a studio environment, the band-
width of the luminance signal is re-
stricted only by the state of the art of
the equipment used. Normally, the
bandwidth of the luminance signal
generated by the camera is at least 8
MHz, or a horizontal resolution in
excess of 600 LPH.

in the receiver by a suitable combina-
tion of the blue and red color -differ-
ence signals.

The color -difference signals are
scaled in amplitude by suitable multi-
plication factors to avoid transmitter
overloading. The NTSC scaled color-

difference signals are:

In a studio environment, the bandwidth of the
luminance signal is restricted only by the state of

the art of the equipment used.
The chrominance information is

conveyed by two of the three primary
signals minus the brightness compo-
nent. These signals are known as the
blue and the red color -difference sig-
nals. They are:

E'B - E'y = -0.587 E'G + 0.889 E'B -
0.299 E'R

E'R - E'Y = -0.587 E'G - 0'114 E'B
0.701 E'R

The E'G - E'y signal can be recreated

Industry n is is top demand
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SOURCE: SCRI
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groups
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General/search
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Manufacturers
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sites
40%

www. scri. corn

E'R_y = 0.493 (E'B - Ey) and
E'R = 0.877 (E'R - E'y)
Component analog and digital stan-

dards use different scaling factors.

The NTSC system
The NTSC color -television system is

a single -channel television concept.
Luminance, chrominance and synchro-
nization information are combined to
be transmitted in a 6 MHz RF channel
originally specified for monochrome
transmissions. The transmission of
color takes advantage of the character-
istics of monochrome video's spec-
trum. Essentially, the chrominance in-
formation is transmitted in the spec-
trum "holes" of the monochrome in-
formation. As described in the SMPTE
170M standard, the concept uses a
wideband (4.2 MHz) luminance signal
and two narrowband chrominance
color -difference signals of equal band-
width. The color -difference signals may
be B -Y and R -Y or I and Q, as in the
original 1953 specifications of the
NTSC system. The bandwidth of each
of the color -difference signals may be
600 kHz or 1.3 MHz, depending on
where they are used. The wider band-
width is used within studio environ-
ments where there is no significant
bandwidth limitation. But transmission
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Nothing "instant" about this replay...

Trash the tape!

Get c=.....).,ffiff'74"*-

 All the advantages of DISK vs. TAPE
 Simultaneous record and playback
 Instant access to replays
 User-friendly operation

One operator for five channels
Lower maintenance cost
No heads to replace
Less space required

Easily integrated into any production environment and providing instant advantages,
Whiplash2- allows you to gradually transition to disk by replacing one aging slow-motion
VTR at a time.

Whiplash2 is designed for the fast -paced environment of
live sports. Now you can record an entire sporting event
from different camera angles without interruption, while
executing simultaneous slow motion replay on demand.

And you can even use Whiplash2 to provide limited play-
back of pre-recorded clips such as bumpers, promos and
commercials on a stadium videoboard.

At last, network -quality slow motion is not limited to those with network -sized budgets. So isn't
it time to trash the tape? Put Whiplash2 on the job today. think video @
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and reception constrains
O the chrominance band -
O width to 600 kHz, and the
03 remaining chrominance
O bandwidth is wasted.

Each of the scaled color-

< difference signals modu-
lates a subcarrier. The two
subcarriers are identical

- in frequency but differ in
phase. The phase differ-

- ence between the two
O subcarriers is 90°, so the

original signals modulat-
O ing the two carriers can

be recovered without
crosstalk. The two
subcarriers are obtained
from a common crystal
oscillator. The type of modulation is
suppressed -carrier amplitude modu-
lation. It is consequently referred to
as suppressed -carrier quadrature am-
plitude modulation. Since the
subcarrier is suppressed,
only the sidebands are ob-
tained at the output of the
modulators. This results in
the complete cancellation
of the chrominance signal
when no colors are
present.

The frequency of the
chrominance subcarrier is
an odd multiple of the half
horizontal scanning fre-
quency. This results in the
interleaving of the lumi-
nance and chrominance
spectra. The type of spec-
trum interleaving used in
NTSC is called half-line offset. The fre-
quency of the subcarrier is equal to

fsc = 455fH /2 = 3,579,545 ±10 Hz
This leads to a slightly modified hori-

zontal (15,734.25 Hz instead of the
original 15,750 Hz) and vertical (59.94
Hz instead of the original 60 Hz) scan-
ning frequencies. The chosen
subcarrier frequency results in a re-
duced visibility, on a monochrome re-
ceiver, of the subcarrier sidebands and
a potential 920 kHz beat between the
color subcarrier and the audio carrier.

Figure 1 shows details of the NTSC

.4 fH -

Y C

Luminance spectral components

'; jar ';

455fH/2

A

fH/2

fH

Chrominance
subcarrier

residue

A

Chrominance sidebands spectral components

>f

Figure 1. Details of NTSC FDM spectrum around the chromi-
nance subcarrier

frequency -division multiplexing of the
luminance and chrominance spectra
around the chrominance subcarrier.

Figure 2 shows a simplified block
diagram of an NTSC encoder using

3.58 MHz subcarrier
feeds the B -Y modulator
and, through a 90° phase -
shift network, the R -Y
modulator. The E'y signal
is delayed to compensate
for the chrominance de-
lay introduced by the
color -difference low-pass
filters. The adder com-
bines the luminance,
chrominance sidebands,
composite (horizontal
and vertical) sync and a
180° phase -shifted gated
subcarrier burst into a
composite color signal.

Figure 3 shows a phase -
domain representation of

the B -Y subcarrier (0°) and the R -Y
subcarrier (+90°). A third subcarrier
identifies the synchronizing burst
(+180°).
Figure 4 shows a vector representa-

tion of the chrominance
subcarrier-modulation
process. A given color, de-
scribed by a given set of
E.By and E'R_y signal values,

is represented by two am-
plitude -modulated
subcarriers in phase
quadrature. The instanta-
neous values of the two
modulated subcarriers re-
sult in a vector described
by its amplitude and phase
angle with respect to the B-
Y phase (0°). The vector
amplitude represents the
color saturation and its

phase angle represents the hue.
Figure 5 shows a 100/7.5/100/7.5

(100 percent) color -bar signal wave-
form resulting from the addition of

EY

Delay

2.KM,

BA' modulator

Burst key

Composite SYNC

R -Y modulator

900
shift

Adder

0. Burst
gen.

En. ded
O. Mt

Figure 2. Simplified block diagram of NTSC B-Y/R-Y encoder

B -Y and R -Y color difference signals.
Green, blue and red signals are fed to
a resistive matrix that algebraically
combines percentages of these pri-
mary color signals to
form the luminance
(E'y) signal and the
two color -difference
signals. Each of the
color -difference sig-
nals is band -limited
before being fed to
the respective bal-
anced modulators. A

Burst
+180°

B -Y
0°

Figure 3. Phase domain representation of the two
significant equal frequency subcarriers. The third
subcarrier represents the synchronizing burst.
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+180'

+90°

A

E

4
Burst

Angle

+ 0°

B -Y subcarrier

Figure 4. The instantaneous ampli-
tudes of the subcarrier result in a
vector whose amplitude represents
saturation and phase represents hue.

luminance and chrominance compo-
nents. A burst of nine cycles of fre-
quency and phase reference subcarrier
is transmitted during the back porch of
the horizontal blanking interval. This
reference signal is used to assist in the
regeneration of the suppressed carrier
required for the recovery of the B -Y and
R -Y signals. Note that the peak positive
signal excursion, for yellow and cyan col-
ors, is 130.8 IRE, which is beyond the
overload level of a television transmit-
ter. Figure 6 shows the relationship be-
tween video signal level and percentage
of video -carrier modulation. Television
transmitter tests are carried out with a
reduced amplitude color bar signal
known as 75/7.5/75/7.5
(75 percent) whose
maximum signal am-
plitudes don't exceed
100 IRE. It is important
to stress the fact that
peak -amplitude green,
blue and red primary
signals will generate
composite color signals
equivalent to the 100
percent color bar signal.
Since there are no
highly saturated yellow
and cyan colors in na-
ture, the probability of
transmitter overload
under normal operat-
ing conditions is very
low. Problems occur,
however, with synthetic signal sources,
such as character generators and graphic
systems, which can create primary sig-
nals resulting in excessive -amplitude

composite -color
signals and lead to
transmitter over-
load. Video trans-
mitter overload
problems will af-
fect not only the
transmitted pic-
ture quality but
also the accompa-
nying sound. The
sound is recov-
ered in the televi-
sion receiver by
using the
intercarrier beat
approach. This
approach creates a
signal that is fre-
quency -modu-
lated by the audio
signal and ampli-
tude -modulated
by the video sig-
nal, resulting in a
modulated beat
frequency of 4.5
MHz to recover
the audio signal. The 4.5 MHz signal is
filtered by a bandpass filter to remove
the video -signal component and is
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Figure 5. NTSC 100/7.5/1 )0f3.5 color bars signal waveform

Gvermodulation of the video transmit-
ter will result in cancellation of the video
carrier. Under extreme circumstances,

the derived 4.5 MHz au-
dio carrier is periodically
cancelled at the video
horizontal and vertical
scanning rates. This re-
sults in the so-called
intercarrier buzz effect.
This can be avoided by
carefully monitoring and

100, controlling video -signal
levels to avoid transmit-
ter overmodulation. BE

Video level

Syn: tip -40 IRE

Blanking 0 IRE
Black 7.5 IRE

White 100 IRE

120 IRE 4-- 0°0 1 .F% 703',0 75%

Figure 6. Significant video signal levels shown as a percentage
of carrier amplitude in negative amplitude modulated systems

treated as a frequency -modulated car-
rier. It is amplitude -limited to remove
video interference, and FM -detected to
recover the original audio information.

Michael Robin, former
engineer with the
Canadian Broadcasting
Corp.'s engineering
headquarters, is an
independent broadcast
consultant located in
Montreal, Canada. He is
co-author of Digital

Television Fundamentals, published by
McGraw -FM.

AHD
Send questions and comments to:

midnael_robin@primediabusiness.com
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Compression,
Computers and Networks
BY BRAD GILMER

Compression is one of the
enabling technologies that
allow computers to pro-

cess video.
It is vital because it conserves pre-

cious storage space. Uncompressed
video files are big. How big? Well, 100
hours of uncompressed video (the
average size of an active commercial
library in a local television affiliate)
requires about 8.5 terabytes. That's a
lot of storage.

But storage is only one dimension of
the problem. Moving uncompressed
files over conventional 10BaseT or
even 100BaseT networks can take
hours. Also, video can crash other ap-
plications trying to coexist on a net-
work. Applications may crash due to
timeout errors as they wait for an ap-
plication at the other end to respond.
As more video users are added to the
network (instead of using simple
point-to-point connections), conven-
tional "dumb" hubs must give way to

These early codecs allowed for bit -rate
reductions on the order of 50 percent,
or 2:1. These schemes reduced the
number of bits transmitted by looking
for repetition of bit sequences. For ex-
ample, a scene of a person sitting in
front of a white background contains a
lot of repetitive information. These
codecs look for repetition of strings of
bits and compress the data by saying,
in effect, "repeat this pattern of bits N
times." Such codecs are lossless.

As the name implies, lossless codecs
compress a file and then uncompress

to 40 percent bit -rate reduction. How-
ever, as soon as you employ these
schemes, you introduce artifacts. Lots
of effort goes into trying to hide the
artifacts from the end viewer. Engi-
neers have engaged in a very interest-
ing interplay between physics and bi-
ology to achieve this. Without stray-
ing too far from the subject, it is im-
portant to realize that the human be-
ing at the end of the chain is a vital
part of the whole system. The eye and
brain have certain characteristics that
make them less sensitive to missing

As soon as you start throwing out bits, you no

longer have a perfect, lossless cnpy.

it so that the final result is an exact,
bit -by -bit copy of the original. If you
have an exact copy of the original, then
by definition there are no compres-
sion artifacts. Unfortunately, the com-
pression ratio of lossless codecs seems

100 hours of uncompressed video

8.5 Terabytes

100 hours of video compressed at 30:1

284 Gigabytes

Figure 1. A visual representation of 30:1 compression. One hundred hours
of uncompressed video would occupy about 8.5 terabytes of storage. At 30:1
compression, the same 100 hours would occupy about 284 gigabytes.

switching technology to increase avail-
able bandwidth to each user. Gig -E or
1000BaseT makes things more toler-
able, but large transfers can still bring
traffic on these networks to a crawl.

When computer scientists and video
engineers first tackled the problem, they
applied compression/decompression
schemes, also called codecs, that had
been used in the traditional IT sector.

to be limited to somewhere between
2:1 and 3:1. Past this point, codecs
must achieve some of the bit -rate re-
duction by "throwing out" bits that are
deemed unnecessary. And as soon as
you start throwing out bits, you no
longer have a perfect, lossless copy.

Most users are willing to sacrifice the
perfect copy at the receiving end in
exchange for an additional 30 percent

bits in some areas than others. Engi-
neers developed compression tech-
niques to take advantage of the spe-
cific characteristics of the human vi-
sual system.

With the advent of more complex
compression algorithms, bit -rate re-
ductions up to 100:1 and beyond are
now possible, but users have to make
tradeoffs between bit -rate reduction
and artifacts, editibility and delay. A
decision about compression quickly
becomes a balancing act. One combi-
nation of compression choices might
be acceptable for transmission from a
station to its viewers, but might be
unacceptable for a transmission of a
sporting event from the field to the
station. To further complicate the dis-
cussion, there is the issue of time de-
lay through the compression chain. As
a general rule, the more aggressive the
compression, the more delay involved.
A large amount of delay may be accept-
able for one-way transmission, but may
make a circuit unusable for a two-
way live interview. For example, in a
live -interview situation, the average
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untrained person is able to commu-
O nicate over a circuit with a delay up to
0 about 850 ms. Delays larger than that

result in the person repeating a ques-
tion or reply before the person at the

Z other end has a chance to respond.
When delays become larger than this,
trained on -camera talent is required.

you designing a one-way circuit? Are
you planning to edit the video at the
receiving end? Are you planning to re -
compress the video for onward trans-
mission? What is the end -viewer envi-
ronment? To give you some frame of
reference, bit -rate reductions of about
30:1 result in what may be described as

Video
in

Pre-

processor

Compressed
video in

ComprEssion
engine

Decompression
engine

Compressed
video oLt

Display

Prn, wm."011.,,M,

Figure 2. Decisions made about pre -filtering can be as important as deci-
sions made about compression.

So how much compression can you
use and still have "acceptable" artifacts
and delay? The answer, of course, de-
pends on a number of questions. Are

an acceptable combination of level of
artifacts and delay for some applica-
tions. Going back to our original fig-
ure of about 8.5 terabytes for 100 hours

of uncompressed video, if a 30:1 com-
pression ratio is acceptable, total stor-
age can be reduced to about 284
gigabytes. (See Figure 1.) For many
applications, it may be much easier to
justify the cost of the smaller system.

Decisions made about the video be-
ing fed into the compression system can
be as important as decisions about the
compression system itself. Compression
schemes reduce repetition in the data.
If a scene is highly repetitive (a plain
background behind a stationary
speaker) the scene can be highly com-
pressed without generating observable
artifacts. If a scene has very little repeti-
tion (sports sequences with lots of ac-
tion) it will be more difficult to com-
press. Noisy video images are some of
the most difficult to compress because
of the random pattern of the noise. For
this reason, many compression systems
use pre -filtering to increase perfor-
mance. These pre -filters can be quite
complex in their own right, using the
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characteristics of the human visual sys-
tem to hide the information they are fil-
tering. In addition to filtering noise, pre -
filters may also reduce the bandwidth
of the video signal fed to the compres-
sion engine so that the compressor has
less information to compress. There is a
direct interaction between choices made
in pre -filtering and choices made in the
compression engine itself. It can take
quite a bit of work to achieve the right
combination of pre -filtering and com-
pression. Fortunately, most manufactur-
ers have done a lot of research in this
area. Researchers have learned that
simple bandstop filters or other non -in-
telligent pre -filtering algorithms pro-
duce poor results. After several years of
development, engineers have come up
with a number of more complex filter-
ing techniques that are almost imper-
ceptible to the average viewer.

There are many excellent articles and
texts on compression. Dave Fibush,
Chairman of the SMPTE Technology

Committee on Compression, has writ-
ten an excellent overview of video com-
pression, which is available at
www. t ekt r o n ix. com/Measurement/
App_Notes/backgrounders/
vidcomp.html. A much more techni-
cal paper on desktop compression sys-
tems is available at
crl.research.compaq.com/who/people/
ulichney/papers/swcodecs96.pdf.

What about more conventional com-
puter compression methods? Here the
list seems endless. There are the Win-
dows Media Format, TIF, GIF, MP3,
ZIP, and on and on. The best thing to
say is that there are many codecs, new
codecs come out every day, and the
situation is likely to stay this way. The
good news is that vendors have devel-
oped plug -ins that allow them to sup-
port a wide variety of codecs.

But, despite the fact that compres-
sion has been one of the key enabling
technologies, its importance may be
waning. Imagine a time of infinite

bandwidth and free disk drives. In such
a world, compression becomes unim-
portant. You may think that this view
is crazy, but a number of top CTOs be-
lieve that, while disk and bandwidth
will not be free, eventually their cost will
become so low that other factors will
become much more important. As one
CPO explained recently, "If you can
build a multiple Gig -E network for sev-
eral thousand dollars, and if you can
get disk storage for $50 per gigabyte,
why worry about compression? Just
build a faster network with bigger serv-
ers:' We will see what the future holds.
For now, it's hard to imagine a world
where costs are so low that compres-
sion becomes unimportant. BE

Brad Gilmer is president of Gilmer &
Associates, executive director of the AAF
Association and technical moderator of
the Video Services Forum.
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brad_gilmer@primediabusiness.com
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for its speed, operating cost and
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From a music video for the Charlie Daniels Band to a major league baseball documentary,

director of photography Michael Caporale has shot demanding projects, including the
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and shortened production time. "We're realizing terrific economies by shooting with the

27V For Tattered Angel,' tape stock was a mere $1,500 versus $104,000 for film and

processing. Plus, its image quality and dynamic range are truly impressive."

While there will always be a place for film, the AJ-HDC27V's 24 -frame- and variable -frame -

rate progressive HD capabilities offer storytellers a remarkable new tool to express their
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Audio for
Post: Frame Rate
BY PAUL D. LEHRMAN

Drop or non -drop? Pull-up
or pull -down? 30 or 29?
And what is 23.976? All

questions that strike terror into the
hearts of post -production audio en-
gineers, sound designers and even
composers, all over the country.

Anyone who works with sound has his
or her own nightmare stories about
dealing with this issue. One of my fa-
vorites, from the days when analog mul-
titrack ruled the post -production world,
involved a studio who striped 29.97
SMPTE on one track and 60 Hz Nagra
resolve tone on another and then tried
to get their synchronizer to lock to both.
The hapless two-inch machine bucked
until the tape snapped.

Even now, in the age of digital, we still
can't escape problems with sync. I just
went through this, working on a score
for a 15 -minute film
on Beta SP video that
was being posted by
an expensive transfer
house in New York.
They asked me to pro-
vide the music in or-
dinary DAT format
and to tell them at
what frame of the film
to start the audio.

When I got the vid-
eotape back, the audio
started right on the
money, but it ended
about 40 frames after
the picture did. For the
next three days, the
transfer house and I argued about mis-
matched frame rates and how to make
the audio and the video come together.
They tried different DAT machines, dif-
ferent video machines and different op-
erators. They tried transferring it from
DAT to another videotape, and pulled
it up and down, and probably in and

out as well. Ultimately, I determined that
the DAT machine wasn't locked to house
sync. All of the fretting about frame rates
was unnecessary. As long as everything
in the house was running from the same
master clock, there was no problem.

For many of us, sync issues are rou-
tinely solved by having our computers
do the required complex math on the
fly. But the equipment only works cor-

much time and energy trying to deal
with it. The version that most people
know is this: In the early days of televi-
sion, when everything was shades of
gray, the standard frame rate in the
United States (and Canada) was 30
frames per second. Since each television
frame consists of two "fields" of alter-
nating lines, the field rate was 60 Hz.
When the color standard was adopted

Sync issues are routinely solved by having our

computers do the required complex math
on the fly,

rectly if it is set up and operated cor-
rectly. At some point in the process of
scoring this particular film, my synchro-
nizer changed its default clock value to

AMS Neve Logic 2 digital mixing console arid
AudioFile hard disk editor in Chicago Recording
Company's new Studio 55A.

30 fps instead of 29.97 non -drop, and
suddenly all my hits were in the wrong
place and the MIDI tracks weren't agree-
ing with the audio.

In Europe, their video frame rates are
nice, whole numbers. They don't under-
stand why we would make our video run
0.1 percent off, or why we spend so

in 1953 by the NTSC, it was discovered
that the new color signals were suscep-
tible to interference from 60 Hz AC
fields, and if there was any difference
between the line frequency and the scan
rate of the received signal, it would show
up as a visual "beating." But if you al-
tered the field rate enough, the beating
would speed up to the point that it was
no longer visible.

Unfortunately, this version is simply
not true. Line -frequency beating never
was a problem. And if it were, the cure
is worse than the illness. At a field rate
of 59.94 Hz, if there really were beat-
ing caused by AC -line leakage, you'd
see a bar roll across the screen about
every 17 seconds. Not pretty.

The real reason for the difference
in frame rates is this: The lower
frame/field rate is designed to pre-
vent potential visual beating be-
tween the chrominance subcarrier in
the broadcast signal and the audio
subcarrier. For various reasons, the
color subcarrier frequency in the
television signal needs to be modu-
lated onto the picture carrier at 455/
2 times the horizontal line fre-
quency. At 30 frames per second, and
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with 525 horizontal scan lines per
frame, this frequency is 15.750 kHz,
which means the color subcarrier
would have to be at 3.583125 MHz.
The sound subcarrier (as established
on the first monochrome TV sys-
tems) is at 4.5 MHz. If the two
subcarriers were to interfere and
beat against each other, the 916.875

kHz difference might be visible -
and in fact, according to one report
presented to the NTSC, it was vis-
ible in some monochrome sets at the
time, under some conditions. Since
backwards compatibility was a ma-
jor consideration for the NTSC, this
was a problem.

This report went on to say that if the

Stepped crimp sleeve grips
the outer jacket which increases
connector -to -cable reliability.

Exterior ferrule
surface provides
superior cable
retention without
braid breakage.

Generous capture cone
design ensures easy
insertion of center
conductor.

Spring -loaded coupling ring
using a beryllium copper
crescent washer assures positive
electrical mating over time.

Unique black nickel
finish adds endurance
and reliability.

Fully enclosed metal outer
conductor This feature is an
integral part of a rugged
construction, important for handling
the stress of cable weight over
time.

Tapered ferrule facilitates
connector insertion under braid.

.300" ferrule improves
connector -to -cable
tensile strength.

Unique plating flow
hole ensures uniform
interior plating.

Gold flash palladium NI plated
spring fingers for high mating cycle
repeatability and improved high
frequency conductivity.

Captive center contact
provides positive tactile
feedback for error -free
assembly. Also prevents
movement when cable is
flexed.

Unique locking design
for high contact retention.

50 millionths gold
plating improves
durability of electrical
contact over thousands
of cycles and exceptional
conductivity.

Machined PTFE
insulator for superior
RF electrical
performance.

Don't be fooled into believing that yesterday's BNC connectors are
up to the demands of today's killer application. Because signal clarity

is so essential to successful digital broadcasting, you need the high
frequency, impedance -matched performance of the UPL2000 from
Trompeter. It's the only BNC specifically designed for high bit -rate
digital video signal transmission and offers significant performance

advantages over standard BNCs (>8db return loss improvement
@1.485 Gbps). Don't compromise your signal with yesterday's

connectors - select the UPL2000.

HDTV Transmission tine product solutions

difference signal happened to be an odd
multiple of one-half the scan rate, this
beating would be reduced. If the frame
rate were dropped 0.10001 percent, the
scanning frequency would be 15.734264
kHz, the chrominance subcarrier would
be 3.579545 MHz, and the beat product
(if there was one) would be 920.455 kHz,
which is very dose to the 117th multiple
of half the scan rate.

But a close look at the technical docu-
ments and the committee proceedings
around this point seems to show that
the problem never really existed.

An engineer who was there at the
beginning, Rollie Zavada of Eastman
Kodak, diplomatically calls the deci-
sion to change the frame rate "debat-
able." Other sources say that the first
generation of color sets, and the
black -and -white sets that were made
by the time the color standard was
adopted, had good enough filters on
the audio section that leakage be-
tween the subcarriers was simply not
an issue. The decision meant expen-
sive alterations to transmission
equipment, as the AC line could no
longer be used as a frequency refer-
ence for sync, according to video en-
gineer Tim Stoffel.

We had the chance to change the
frame rate with the advent of digital
television and HDTV but didn't. The
original HDTV standards all specified
a frame rate of 30 fps. Progressive, in-
terleaved, 1080, 720, whatever varia-
tion you looked at, there was no men-
tion of 29.97 anywhere in the propos-
als. But the HDTV programs now in
production and going out over the air
are running at - you guessed it -
29.97 frames. The FCC mandate for
HDTV is incredibly vague, and has
over the years been increasingly dic-
tated by the broadcasters themselves,
which means networks and stations
have been free to do just about any-
thing they want with it. And dropping
the frame rate is something that came
easily. BE

Paul D. Lehrman is Insider Audio columnist
for Mix magazine, and Web editor for Mix
and related sites.
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Say Goodbye to Sneaker -Net.

360 Systems' new Ethernet Audio system
delivers audio where you want it,
when you want it.

Our advanced DigiCart/E is the key part of
the Ethernet Audio network. It provides
both local and networked audio
storage, an excellent set of
production tools, and familiar
operating controls. Features
include record, play, edit, playlists
and even programmable Hot Keys.
With DigiCart/E enjoy the freedom
of audio that's instantly available anywhere
in your facility.

The new DigiCart/E protects your existing
investment in DigiCart II recorders.

It's 100% file -compatible,
100% disk -compatible,
and even uses the same
serial control commands.

With Ethernet Aud o it's easy to attach
other workstaions to the network. Now
you can share your important production
audio, download fies from the web, and
move content across the room or across
the country.

DigiCart/E Ethernet Audio*- Recorder

Ethernet Audio delivers big improvements
in speed and convenience - all at a price
that makes sense.

Interested? Visit our web site for more
information on Ethernet Audio.

360 Systems 5321 Sterling Center Drive
Westlake Village, CA 91361
Tel (818) 991-0360 E-mail: info@360systems.com

iiiSVQCOMe

PkI)
10 Systems. DigiCart and Ethernet Audio are trademarks or registered trademarks of 360 Systems in the U.S. and/or foreign countri

Products may not be available in some countries. 2001 360 Systems.
s. Advance information subject to change without notice.



The Discovery
Television Center

BY LISA HYAMS AN D PEDRO VILLABC NA

e Discovery Television Cen-
er (DTVC), a subsidiary of
he Discovery Communica-

tions Latin America/Iberia, recently
completed construction on new quality
control, editing and post -production
suites to support increased services for
their Spain, Portugal and Latin Ameri-
can markets. DTVC had to ensure that
the facility could meet the challenge of
an aggressive network channel rollout
and maintain high production quality.

Miami -based Discovery Television

Center is owned by Discovery Com-
munications, a privately held, diver-
sified media company headquartered
in Beflzsda, Mi. The fully digital
50,000 -square -foot facility is capable
of servicing multichannel uplink, and
currently services 16 feeds for Dis-
covery Networks, Latin America/
Iberia. It has multilingual capability
for language customization in Span-
ish, English and Portuguese that in-
cludes Castilian and Latin American
Spanish.

TELEVISION
CENTER *Lob

D taff tnemb Barred°
operates equi . overy
Television C TVC
originates 1
works, Lat mea from
seven contr
Videotek.

Services
In addition to its network -related ser-

vices, the Discovery Television Center
offers access to producers, writers and
graphic designers to take projects from
concept to final product on film, video
or special effects. For post -production,
they are equipped with several Avid Me-
dia Composers, a nonlinear DS suite, five
digital online edit suites and two nonlin-
ear audio rooms that can incorporate
digital audio components such as
voiceovers and music composition.
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Charter
At Charter ABS, we are expanding our
inventory to include the top -of -the -line
gear you want. Our manufacturer -
certified technicians are available to
assist you 24 hours a day.

Call us to discuss your next project.
1.800.655.9115

www.charterabs.com

S

Routers

DVE

Still Stores

VDAs

Vectorscopes

Frame Syncs

Scan Converters

Time Code Slates

Microphones

Fishpoles

Mixers

Speakers

Amplifiers

Headsets

Wireless Intercom

Cameras

Lenses

CHARTER
ADVANCED BRCADCAST SERVICES

Atlanta  Chicago  Dallas  Orlando
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c) 0 For network origina- quality and capabilities of a fully digi-
4(,_4P tion and quality control, tal operation, and they became one of

4Z34- DTVC has seven master the first to broadcast with an all -digital
NZ' control rooms, each with the output/signal in the Latin American

Discovery's intent was to get a bet-
ter quality signal to the market

through digital compression.
capacity to control up to three simul- market. Because
taneous feeds. Presently, DTVC origi- Discovery planned
nates 16 feeds from RAID -protected, for future expan-
redundant video servers, with the ca-
pacity to originate up to 19 feeds. They
also provide complete duplication and
recording services from simple offline
editing to expert mix-to-layback ser-
vices for tape formats including Beta
SP, digital Beta, PAL and NTSC.

DTVC also offers uplink video and
multi -language tracks for its satellite ser-
vices, as well as 24 -hour transmissions
monitoring and after-hours support for
affiliate sales -conditional access.

Design criteria
The facility was originally con-

structed in 1997 with the intent of
handling six feeds for the existing net-
works servicing Latin America and the
Iberian region: Discovery Channel,
Discovery Kids, Animal Planet and
People + Arts. When Discovery de-
signed the facility, they wanted the

sion, their intent
with going digital
was to get a better
quality signal to the
market through
compression.

Discovery chose to
use glass walls as part
of the interior struc-
ture to allow for fur-
ther expansion. In-
stead of knocking
down walls, the glass
panels can easily be
removed to allow
movement.

There were similar
considerations
when designing the
technical space with
a heightened attention to QC. From
the scopes and monitoring equipment

HDI High Definition Integrated
DTV System

O SD, HD, Multiple Encoder Solutions

O Upconversion, Logo Insertion
O EAS & Closed Caption Compliance

O Remote Control Inputs, Monitoring Options

O Front Panel & PC Control

O Preconfigured Systems and Optional Training

O SD Systems starting under 20K, HD under 60E

Call us at
1-800-332-7088.

www.hvs-inc.com
www.hvs-dtv.com

or email: dtv@hvs-inc.com

rtu
Heartland Video Systems

by Videotek to the ergonomic key-
boards and Pro Tools workstations, the
area required a more multipurpose
feel. Rather than having a dubbing sta-
tion just to dub, Discovery wanted to
have the ability to have edit control-
lers in case a need arose for quick
offline edits or machine -to -machine
edits. In addition, more tie lines were
added to the router and a couple of

DTVC's new QC workstations are multipurpose and
are used for machine -to -machine editing, screening
and dubbing, as well as real-time quality control with
Videotek's VTM-300, to meet increased production
demands.

Envision machines were incorporated
to make it easier to manipulate and
reconfigure audio.

Operational goals
A top priority for the operations

was to increase throughput. Taking
into account the peaks and valleys in
workflow (especially in the domestic
market's busy fourth quarter season),
the challenge was to meet the needs
of an international operation's more
aggressive deadlines. For every dub
made, the material needed transla-
tion and, in the case of the Discovery
network in Latin America, not just to
one language but to multiple regional
languages of Portuguese and Span-
ish. To address this concern, the de-
sign team closely monitored the
workflow to come up with the most
efficient way of handling it without
going overboard on capital expenses.
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Each room in the
core areas, including

post -production, audio
suites and edit suites, was acous-

tically designed with a treatment of
approximately 200 small wooden

boxes, each one with separate dips, for
optimum audio reflection. Discovery
Television Center wanted nothing to af-
fect the audio, so operators would be
able to hear the audio that will air. A pri-
mary acoustical concern was the prox-
imity to Miami International Airport
and the effects of air traffic on the core
areas. The building's physical structure
and subsequent glass treatment played
a large part in combating this.

Equipment and issues
Discovery Television Center works

closely with the home office in
Bethesda and typically upgrades as the
demands of the network change. An
Operations and Technology group

Desigtritearn
Architecture: Studio Architecture,
Phil Olson

Acoustic Design: Russ Berger
Design Group: Russ Berger, Richard
Schrag
System Integration: Harris Corp.
System Design: Discovery Commu-
nications Inc. and Harris Corp.

Equipment
list
Sony DVS 7200 switcher
Sony DME7000
Accom Axial 3000
Accom Extreme and 4224 DDRs
Chyron Max
Sony DMX E3000 audio mixer
Avid DS nonlinear suite
Discreet Logic Flint systems
Sony DAT
Harris/Louth Automation servers
HP MediaStream video servers
Sony DVW A510, A500, A500P (PAL
and NTSC)
Videotek VTM-300
Tektronix WFM601A
TASCAM DA98, DA88
Scientific-Atlanta Power Vu Plus

meets on a regular basis to discuss ev-
erything from the latest server designs,
asset management, technology and up-
grades, to efficiencies and how to op-
erate better and more cost effectively.

From that operational initiative, the
Discovery Television Center has started
creating technology that other

able to handle true digital I/O.
For the edit suites, DTVC selected a

combination of Sony equipment - a
switcher, audio mixer and DME, as well
as an Accom editor and DDR DTVC
required the flexibility to handle every-
thing from complex video compositing
to simple conform projects in both

A top priority for their operations
111111b was to increase throughput.

branches are now using, including the
development of audio file delivery via
the Internet for their translation pro-
cess. The old methodology required the
center to receive a Spanish or Portu-
guese translation on DAT tape via cou-
rier (which would often get hung up
or lost in customs). Now vendors uti-
lize a customized protocol and trans-
fer the MP3 files using the technology
available via the Internet. Because Dis-
covery is mono -mixed it is compatible
with the translation files.

Approximately 300 companies create
the programs for Discovery coming
from Latin America and Europe, which
results in varying tape quality. Discov-
ery Television Center staff sets up pro-
grams for quality control 11 weeks in
advance of the air date. They use
Videotek's VTM-300 for automated
quality control to ensure that DTVC's
signals pass 75 points of test in video
and audio before air. The VTM-300 is
used to check the tape before dubs are
made and sent to the translation houses
to create the different language tracks.
Before installing the VTM-300, DTVC
used to run quality control on three
separate units, which caused integration
concerns. With all three in one unit,
DTVC has been able to streamline their
operation and cut costs.

The DTVC added five edit suites to
the three existing suites, including two
online suites and a DS suite. The new
suites allow DTVC to accommodate
the increased need for its on -air pro-
motion group and its international
programming group's services. For
offline editing they have six Avid
suites, upgraded with Meridian to be

NTSC and PAL formats. Keeping ev-
erything in 601 was another consider-
ation for quality. Finally, DTVC re-
quired the ability to keep up with peak
workflow demands - therefore device
sharing and routing were key factors
in the design scheme.

On the audio production side, DTVC
clients required a flexible format inter-
change allowing them to handle a vari-
ety of creative projects from M&E rec-
reation to multiple language track re-
cording. The combination of a Pro Tools
digital audio workstation and the Solid
State Logic Scenaria gave the facility op-
erators this flexibility. The design team,
responsible for creating both print and
broadcast, uses a combination of Dis-
creet Logic Flint and Macintosh bundled
with Photoshop, Quark and Maya 3D.

For broadcast operations, the short-
term goal was to move into server
technology (again keeping everything
in 601) with the longer -term goal of
sharing similar content as technology
becomes available and asset manage-
ment becomes more sophisticated.
DTVC accomplished the first phase of
this plan using Harris/Louth Automa-
tion and HP MediaStream servers.
One of the challenges they anticipate
in the near future is dealing with mul-
tiple language tracks in an efficient
manner, so eventually DTVC envi-
sions a server that houses the audio
files for playout. BE

Lisa Hyams is director of operations and
Pedro Wllabona is a technical support
manager for Discovery Television Center.
(Additional reporting by JB Duke.)
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The Golden Rule of Mission Critical Automation:

Really Close
will never be

Real Time
When your revenue stream depends on split second

accuracy you can't afford to wait for anything-even

a computer.

Some off -the -shelf operating systems decide for

themselves which commands to process in which

order. That's not always a good idea when you need

to execute an on -air playout event right now.

At Thomson, we've been building high per-

formance automation systems for over 20 years, using

reliable deterministic real time operating systems-

not a general purpose OS. That means your playout

commands are always the highest priority, making

sure you never miss a deadline.

Our proven automation systems offer a higher

level of performance and stability, virtually eliminat-

ing miscues, make -goods, down time, and operator

errors. Making your operation more profitable.

Thomson Automation. Real time. All the time.

The MC -3000 can control more than 24
on -air channels with over 600 play lists
each and 9,000 events per list. Every event

happening exactly when it's supposed to.

THOMSON
Thomson multimedia Broadcast & Network Solutions 2255 N. Ontario Street, Suite 150, Burbank, CA 91504

Tel- 1-800-962-4287 www.thomsonbroadcast.corn e-mail: broadcast-info@thmulti.com
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What's
Happening
Up There'?
BY DON MARKLEY

Traditionally, we monitor the
television signal at every
stage of the process from the

initial generation point in the cameras
until it leaves the transmitter itself. We
then trust in the antenna to do its
thing, hoping that all will be well and
that the RF energy will leave the sys-
tem somehow, please.

In older systems, the forward and
reverse power was sampled, usually
with probes in the transmission line
in the combiner area. Those samples
were detected and applied to meter
relays. These were electromechanical
devices that could be adjusted to a
desired level. If the meter exceeded
that level it would cause a contact clo-
sure that could be used to shut down
the system. This was normally done
to protect the transmitter in the case
of a VSWR trip or in the event of the
VSWR increasing gradually until it

I I

reached an unacceptable level, such as
would occur if the antenna acquired a
significant coat of ice. (As is known by
most of the old-timers, some of the old
antennas could accumulate enough ice
around the feed points to cause the

They were truly on/off type devices in
that they could be set for a maximum
forward power and a maximum reverse
power. If either of those were exceeded,
a relay closed, giving you either a con-
tact opening or closing that could be

Transmitters came to be equipped with positive

automatic power controls aided by microprocessors

in the transmitter control systems.

VSWR to increase to an unacceptable
level.) Those devices did act to save the
system but had no ability to sense mi-
nor gradual change or to predict future
system faults.

The next level was the era of in -line
monitoring equipment such as the Bird
Watcher and similar items from other
vendors. These systems worked very
well within their design limitations.

One -fifth "extremely" or "very likely" to buy DTV soon

Extremely/very
likely to buy

21%

Somewhat
likely to buy

22%

SOURCE: NAB/StrategyOne

Already
purchased

6%

other

Not likely to buy
44%

used to shut down the transmitter.
They functioned a lot like the old meter
relays, but they added the service of
measuring power continuously. They
also added the capability to systems that
didn't have the old relay capability, such
as the old FM transmitters.

The next level occurred when the
transmitter manufacturers started ac-
tually including more protection in
their equipment. This included VSWR
trip circuits and VSWR foldback cir-
cuits. The foldback circuits acted to re-
duce the transmitter power so that the
reverse power did not exceed a preset
level. Therefore, when the antenna iced
up, the transmitter would simply keep
backing off on output power to a point
that no damage was going to occur to
the system. In addition, transmitters
came to be equipped with positive au-
tomatic power controls aided by micro-
processors being utilized in the trans-
mitter control systems.

On to the next level... There is a new
Bird power meter, and similar systems
are being prepared by other manufac-
turers. The new Bird system accurately
measures average power and provides
a digital data stream containing both
forward and reverse power levels. This
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With True Instrumentation
IN Multi -Format HD -SDI & HD -Analog

 Auto Detection, Setup & Display of 14'
HD -SDI Formats

 HD -SDI Monitor Includes 720p, 1080i
and 1035i

 Dual Displays for Simultaneous
Viewing

 Digital Data Dump and Error Log
are Exportable

IN High Quality 10 Bit Picture Monitor
Output
 Equivalent Cable Length Measurement

Srimd TO -Noll
from deader

LV 5170D

Side -By -Side WaveforTiV orscope
RT Clarity

ill Gamut Error M nitoring of GBR
Components

 Waveform, V or, Picture, Audio and
Hex Data Dis ay Modes

 Strobe of 1-1 Lines to Picture Monitor
Output
 Full Line Sel = ct Field 1, 2 or All
 Analog Au o Lissajous Display
 HD -SDI Eye Pattern Display Optional
(0P71)

 SD -SDI M nitor and Eye Pattern
Display tional (OP70)

For a free demonstration in yo r facility call:

1 (800) 645-5104 / wwyr eaderUSA.com

LEADER
FOR PROFESSIONALS WHO KNOW

THE DIFFERENCE

e-mail: sales@LeaderUSA.com
6484 Commerce Drive, Cypress, CA 90630 Tel: (714) 527-9300 Fax: (714) 527-7490

Regional Offices: Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Los Angeles, New York
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provides the basis for more compli-
cated systems to be used, not only for
remote control, but also for trend
spotting. Furthermore, these systems
provide accurate power measurement
without field calibration or the need
for a calorimeter other than the rather
archaic provisions of the FCC rules.
Hopefully, those rules will change
someday and allow the industry to

take full advantage of the accurate
power metering capabilities that are
currently available.

The next level leads to devices such
as VSWR Vision from Dielectric. Ob-
viously, if the device achieves the level
of acceptance that is anticipated, there
will be similar systems following from
other vendors. This system is online
full-time determining the VSWR and

THE AZDEN
1000 SERIES...
A QUANTUM LEAP!
The sleek all new Azden 1000 Series, featuring the 10001JRX
receiver, 1000BT bodypack transmitter, and 1000XT plug-in
transmitter, delivers performance and features usually
associated with systems costing thousands more.

121 UHF channels (723-735MHz) user -selectable, with LCD readout.

 True diversity system with 2 complete front -ends and high -gain antennas.

 Proprietary DLC (Diversity Logic Control) circuitry for reduced dropouts.

 State-of-the-art dielectric filters throughout, for improved image rejection and

superior diversity isolation  High 5th order filters for improved S/N ratio.
 Multi -function LCD sh channel number and frequency, battery info, AF

level, and diversity operation.  Ultra small,

lightweight, switchable, Earphone -out w/level

control.  Note: Order cables specifically
for your camera and battery configuration.

The 1000URX receiver shown here with the
Anton Bauer "Gold Mount': is designated

the 1000URX-AB

System prices start at $1350 MSRP

Bodypack transmitter (100OBT)
with reduced current -drain for
improved battery life, is
availble with Azden EX -503H,
Sony ECM -44H or ECM -55H.

Plug-in transmitter (1000XT)
works with dynamic or
phantom power mics.

AZDEN®
147 New Hyde Park Rd., Franklin Sq. NY 11010
Telephone (516) 328-7500  FAX (516) 328-7506
E-mail: azdenus@aol.com

web site: www.azdencorp.com

recording the VSWR values. Those
values can then be downloaded to a
central point where trend -spotting
programs can be used to identify
problems that are starting to occur in
the transmission line. This system
monitors VSWR incidents and records
the time when they occur. The system
will then also call designated parties
as part of an alarm function to notify
them of a VSWR event. With com-
puter analysis of this data, it is pos-
sible to determine where the problem
occurred and to have repairs effected
before the line is totally burned up.

At the top level are complete inte-
grated systems that are being built uti-
lizing a multitude of devices such as the
Bird power meter and/or the VSWR
Vision. These large systems monitor
forward and reverse power on multiple
transmission line/multiple antenna/
multiple user systems such as are be-
ing installed at major antenna sites. In
addition to simply monitoring the RF
levels on the transmission lines, these
systems calculate non -ionizing RF lev-
els in the vicinity of the antennas on
the roof of a building or along the
length of a tall tower.

The days of a simple prayer that the
RF will go away from the antenna are
over. We now have more than ad-
equate systems that allow us to moni-
tor the existing conditions, sense un-
acceptable conditions and provide
good prediction capabilities to avoid
failures and future downtime. It is
much better to schedule the replace-
ment of a failing component than it is
to have it occur during a high -income
event. No, it never happens when
those commercials are scheduled.
Downtime will always occur when
revenue is at its highest and all the sta-
tion brass are touring the transmitter
plant. That is, if anybody in the sta-
tion brass actually knows where the
transmitter is located. BE

Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley
and Associates, Peoria, IL.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

don_markley@primediabusiness.com
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WORLD CLASS PRODUCT,
WORLDWIDE AUDIENCE.

TOTAL SOLUTION -TOTAL COMMTPINT

Stott Jonas
The Ackerley Group
Jo Bs Jensen Studios,

Settle

DIGITAL PRODUCTION CONSOLE

- 11
- fp

48 Multitrack / IFB Busses

- 40

Designed specifically for live produzior and on -air operation

Easy to learn, intuitive to use

Excellent audio performance with -agh snout headroom

Very fast cold boot and re -set time_.

Automatic redundant DSP, control znd Dower supply systems

Hot -swap cards throughout - ALL 23rd= Lnc panels are
removable and insertable under power
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Graphics Technolov
BY JIM BOSTON AND GEORGE HOOVER for Remote Broadcas

Tc

n years ago, a remote-produc
tion truck would have in
luded a character generator

(CG), usually with a dedicated opera-
tor, and maybe a still store, usually op-
erated by the technical director (TD).
In 1994, that started to change radically
when Fox wrestled NFL away from CBS.
In a few years, the graphics effort grew
to include impressive graphic displays
and animated moves - with sound ef-
fects. Ten years ago, most of us would
have never guessed that many CGs to-
day would have audio channels. In
that time, the graphics component of

a remote production for at least two of
the networks has expanded to require
its own 53 -foot trailer. At the start of
each sports season, the mobile -unit ven-
dors review their contracts and re -con-
figure their production and support
trucks for the upcoming season. Net-
work and freelance crews, plus talent,
often use the same set of trailers each
week. The mobile -unit vendor will con-
figure those units based on the unit's job
(A -game unit, B -game unit, etc.). Often,
a stand-alone production truck will be
re -configured to become the graphics
trailer in a particular unit (typically,

three trailers comprise a unit).
In the case of ESPN's Sunday Night

Football, the truck vendor, prior to the
start of the season, gathers the staff as-
signed to the graphics -support units at
the field shop, along with personnel
from the network Gear supplied by the
truck vendor and rental houses are un-
packed and installed. Monitors, router
heads and communication gear are
placed and wired in. This can be one
or two items, or, in the case of ESPN,
over 100 cases of equipment. Once the
gear is wired and in place, the two trucks
are interconnected, all the connections,
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A production compartment in a r
mote truck. Many broadcasters u
more than one trailer to cover r
mote events - one housing produ
tion and another with graphics
equipment. Photo credit Gerlin
Associates.

timing and other signal -integration
concerns are verified.

ESPN requires a three -trailer unit. The
A trailer has production, VTRs and cam-
era controls, along with routing, distri-
bution, and communications infrastruc-
ture. The ESPN B trailer carries audio
effects (a Calrec C2 console), graphics
(two Chyron Duets and an Aprisa), four
super -slow-motion systems (two LDK/
EVS and two Sony BVP9500/MAV).
Other equipment in this unit include
robo-cam operating positions and a
Grass Valley Profile, which is used to edit
feature pieces. The B trailer is a 53 -foot
expando. The ESPN C trailer carries the
Sportvision first -and -ten yellow -line
system, the tech manager's office, and
the two Chapman sideline camera
cranes, along with all the extra equip-
ment, such as lighting gear.

The Fox A game has A and B units only.
The B unit has an iNFiNiT! and an SGI
02, the first -and -ten line equipment,
and carryall space for the sideline ve-
hicles. Super slo mos and Profiles are op-
erated from the main truck The CBS A
game is similar to Fox's.

Now let's look at the systems required
for many network graphics packages.

Graphics systems
The current workhorse CG for

remotes is Chyron's iNFiNiT!, which
was first shipped in 1989. Just about ev-
ery remote unit on the road has one.
Common configurations would find a
68060 processor with Transform II
board and a three -channel mix buffer, a
230 MB Zip, and/or 1 GB Jazz drive. It
is used for most sports productions. The
notable exceptions are ESPN's Sunday
Night Football and ABC's Monday
Night Football, which use Chyron's new-
est CG and still store, the Duet and
Aprisa. The iNFiNiT! is used to produce
most of the lower -third graphics. It uses
proprietary hardware, operating system
and application software. Although not
used in truck environments, Chyron did
begin offering a Windows client
(WiNFiNiT!) in 1997 that runs on a
separate PC and controls the iNFiNiT!
via Ethernet.

Most of the network productions call
for an SGI Onyx2, or SGI's scaled -down
02 visual workstation running VizRT
(formally Peak Everest and RT-SET)
Discreet, or Sportvision software. These
are real-time animation applications
that run on IRIX, which is SGI's imple-
mentation of Unix SGI developed and
helped standardize a common set of
application -programming interfaces
(APIs) known as Open Graphics Library
(OpenGL). These APIs are, in essence,
applications that sit between the real-
time applications that are OpenGL
aware and the OS. Calls to an OpenGL
API result in calls to an IRDC. API. This
allows for a common way of creating
and manipulating graphics independent
of the underlying OS and hardware. The
applications OS and hardware just de-
scribed are used to produce the "Fox
Box," which is the little upper -corner

score, down and yards graphic. No mat-
ter which network uses this type of
graphic, its nickname has become the
"Fox Box." Fox has actually reformatted
the box to look like a ribbon across the
top of the screen. The Onyx2/O2 is used
for all those snappy little real-time ani-
mations where flags, time outs and first
downs fly in and out. It also is used for
scoreboards that fly together and then
apart. It takes a lot of processing horse-
power to perform these complex graph-
ics in real time. The SGI hardware is
based on 64 -bit MIPS RISC processors.
In the graphics display part of the 02
system, an integrated 32 -bit, double -
buffered (one buffer to air while the
other buffer is filling with the next frame
of video), OpenGL graphics engine ren-
ders very high -quality images for dis-
play at up to 1280x1024 pixels at 75 Hz.

The Onyx graphics engine consists of
three sub -components. The first is a
Geometry Engine, which has a model
of the graphic in 2D or 3D. An object
modeled in 3D can be made to spin,
tumble or appear to be stationary as the
viewpoint moves. Objects, which can be
text, pictures or banners, are stored and
manipulated separately. They are
brought together, or composited, only
when needed for output. This allows
graphics to be constructed only as tem-
plates. The template is a framework to
hold pointers. These pointers point to
one or more Oracle -type databases that
contain the actual objects. Thus the
player line-up graphic, whose format
doesn't change game to game as the play-
ers do, stays essentially the same. The
template for that graphic might hold
only pointers such as quarterback and
halfback, which point to a database
record that contains additional point-
ers to such fields as QB_picture,
QB_name, QB-stats, etc. This second set
of pointers would be the variables that
change every week, or even at the last
minute. The operator would sit at a
PC or a laptop, running a thin client
that would be used to input changes
such as distance or down, and then send
the command via LAN to the SGI sys-
tem. The system would then perform
the transitions from old info to new.
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In addition, data streams such as game
clock, which are often wrapped in TCP/
IP, can also arrive into the same box.
Thus the graphics box would have sock-
ets open to the operator's PC and the
device providing the clock data via a
couple of sockets.

Sockets are a method for communi-
cation between a client program (such

Color announcer draws on stylus
touch pad overlaid on a monitor.This
used to be performed with a light
pen. The key is generally performed
with a Chyron Codi.

as the operator's control application)
and a server program (the graphics ap-
plications running on the graphics box)
in a network. A socket is defined as "the
endpoint in a connection:' Most OSs
today have API calls that support sock-
ets. Calls to these APIs prompt the OS
to open threads (separate processes that
wrap outgoing data or unwrap incom-
ing data in the necessary protocol to
send the data to the appropriate recipi-
ent). Often, the wrapping is a few layers
thick. The most common way to initially
wrap the data is Transport Control Pro-
tocol (TCP), which is a service that lets
the receiver put the data back in order
(because some packets might take longer
paths than others from point A to B),
and makes the recipient return a receipt
verifying that the data arrived intact. The
next layer would be Internet Protocol
(IP). It provides the addressing that al-
lows routers on the network to push the
data towards the receiver (small net-
works would not need routers). The
third wrap or layer would be the infor-
mation necessary to traverse the local
Ethernet, either to a router for travel
onto another LAN or out to the Internet,
or, if the receiving device is on the same
LAN, straight to the device.

Graphics Technology
for Remote Broadcasting

The second SGI graphics component
is the Raster Manager, which takes the
calculations from the 3D geometry en-
gine and creates a 2D raster. This block
does all the pixel operations, color and
transparency blending, texture map-
ping and multi -sample anti-aliasing. It
must perform these operations at real-
time rates.

The Raster Manager hands its out-
put to the third graphics component,
the Display Generator, which converts
the digital data into the desired ana-
log or digital format. The internal
bandwidth of the Onyx2/02 is greater
than 6 GBytes/s, so the box can handle
SD or HD video.

The blur between graphics and stor-
age continues to grow. Pinnacle Systems
is the main graphics package being used
by NBC at the Olympics, by CBS in the
U.S. Open Tennis and their NFL A game,
and by TNT at the Goodwill games. Pin-
nacle products use Microsoft NT as their
OS. Pinnacle has a family of products
that treats graphics as a collection of
objects. A composite graphic is made up
of objects. These objects are stored sepa-
rately but related to other objects that
come together to form a composite or
complete video signal only when de-
sired. An object, which could be a block
of text, a picture (animated or still), or a
background, can be modified individu-
ally. Templates are created that bring the
required objects together to create a

and even their servers deal in these ob-
jects. This means that stills or video dips
can be modified remotely by changing
a centrally controlled object. In this way,
the whole still or clip doesn't need to be
replaced, just the changed object. This
concept allows objects to be created and
edited on laptops, perhaps by a graph-
ics person sitting at the airport waiting
for a flight. But, more likely, the changes
will be made on desktops back at the
network and downloaded over the
Internet by the truck crew once on site.

Chyron, which introduced the broad-
cast character generator, is still a major
player in Graphics. ESPN and ABC use
the Chyron Duet - the replacement for
the iNFiNiT! - for NFL games. The
Duet (and its family of surrounding
products like the Aprisa) also treats
composite graphics as an associated
group of objects. The Chyron applica-
tion running on the Duet is Lyric. Lyric
is a text, animation and graphics
authoring software and contains fea-
tures such as the animation tool and
clip playback device used for creating
Monday Night Football's promos, line-
ups and animated 3D bar charts. The
Duet can even have a digital disk re-
corder installed in it. This allows for a
single -channel clip player in the CG
with its storage via a SCSI drive. While
the user -interface application on a Duet
rides on top of NT, the Chyron's
graphic engine uses VXWorks, which

In a few years, the graphics effort grew to include
impressive graphic displays and animated moves

- with sound effects.

composite output. What is interesting
about this approach is that the objects,
such as the network's "bug," a banner,
or an animated background, can be cre-
ated on one graphics machine and be
made available to other machines. These
objects are shared and transferred be-
tween machines via an Ethernet LAN.
Two machines simply open a socket con-
nection between each other.

CGs are not the only devices that deal
in objects. Pinnacle's DVFs, still stores

is a real-time operating system. NT
passes the OpenGL-requested tasks off
to VXWorks. OpenGL is a part of Lyric.

ESPN and ABC also use Chyron Aprisa
for the NFL. The Duet controls the
Aprisa 300 systems, which provide Sun-
day/Monday Night Football directors
the flexibility to include animated clips
for the Aprisa. During the game, the
stand-alone Aprisa 300 systems are used
to play back network -promotion mate-
rial as well as full -screen, rendered
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graphic elements. The Aprisa can also
run a scaled -back version of Lyric, which
allows editing of objects residing on it.
The Aprisa comes in a number of varia-
tions. The 100 is like the still stores we
have known. The difference is an inte-
grated content- and asset -management

Fox box in upper left corner provided
by SGI 02, lower banner provided by
Chyron Infinit!, and Sportvision's
first -and -ten line provided by SGI
equipment. The score in the upper
right is a linear key, usually provided
by a Digital PC Codi.

database that can manage content across
the other Chyron still stores, CGs and
servers. The 200 adds a DDR to the 100's
capabilities. The 250 is a 200 that has two
channels, which can be any combina-
tion of clip player, still store or one of
each. The 300 adds internal tran-
sition effects.

Another item in the graphics
racks is the Chyron Codi
Telestrator, with a 15" flat -panel
touch screen located up in the
announce booth that lets the
color announcers (John Mad-
den being the most well known)
doodle on the screen. Compa-
nies such as Sportvision and
PVI are now offering systems
that use chroma inclusion/ex-
clusion techniques developed
for their first -down line to key
the drawing in such a way that
it appears to be under the play-
ers and officials.

Some B games and local college
games use a Chyron Maxine, which
produces a basic Fox Box without ani-
mations.

The four common still stores found
on trucks:

Accom (formally Abekas) A-42 still
store, the senior member of this

family, has been around for nearly 18
years.

Pixel Power Collage still store/CG
Leitch Stillfile
Leitch DSF 3121 four -channel Stillfile
In games where the game clock must

still be shot with a camera, older
Abekas A -53s are still occasionally
used for clock positioning. Many
trucks also have a Leitch Logo Com-
pose for bug insertion.

Grass Valley Profiles are used for
game bumpers and transitions into
and out of replays. Two channels are
required for video - one provides a
key signal and the other the video fill.
Two channel of audio are also used for
the audio that now accompanies these
transitions. The graphics are usually
built back at the network by their
graphics departments.

Whereas game statistics used to be
collected, compiled and interpreted
manually, today a lot of the stats you
see on screen and stated by the an-
nouncers are created automatically.
One company that does this is
SportsMEDIA Technology Corp.
They perform data integration and

allow for timely updating of the score
because most automatic systems won't
displaya score until it is official. Other
game activity is also entered manually
into that database. But SportsMEDIA's
database can be used to automatically
fill template pages created on a char-
acter generator. The CG is set to auto-
matically request data updates as
records in the database change. In this
way, the CG will automatically update
its display as the official score, time
and other information changes.

One of the most interesting graphics
overlays today is the first -and -ten line.
Two companies provide these systems,
and they are indeed systems. CBS uses
systems from PVI, while Fox and ESPN
use systems from Sportvision. The
Sportvision system comprises four SGI
02s. The system gathers very accurate
camera pan/tilt-head and zoom -lens
telemetry, which is generated by a
Sportvision modified Vinten head. The
collected data is sent via a microphone
charm& down the camera triax. From
the camera's CCU, it is sent to a
Sportvision computer called the gather
PC. The gather PC sends the compiled

pan/tilt-head data to a com-
puter called the FIO. This is one
busy processor. It contains a
virtual map of the playing field,
and makes the geometry calcu-
lations to determine where the
first -down line is in 3D space.
This computer also accepts data
from another PC called the
matte PC. The matte PC opera-
tor decides what colors in the
video are to be keyed over, and
what colors can't be keyed over.
The operator will have to make
subtle changes as field, sun and
uniform conditions change. In
the case of an indoor game, this
position is often a set -once -

and -forget proposition. The FIO com-
puter must do one other computational
operation: It must recognize which
camera is on -air. It does this by com-
paring video fed into the system vs. the
video from cameras equipped with the
modified heads (usually the three -up
cameras at both 20 -yard lines and the
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distribution services and provide a
central place to keep stats. What this
means is that raw data generated dur-
ing a game, such as scores as deter-
mined by the official scorer and offi-
cial time -clock information, are fed
into a proprietary database. However,
the score is often entered manually to
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50 -yard line) to determine which
camera's telemetry to use. This approach
was taken instead of using tallies because
the Sportvision equipment is installed
downstream from the switcher, and,
because of convoluted video paths from
sources to switcher, it was felt that cam-
eras couldn't always be guaranteed a tally
signal.

The output of the FIO computer is
data, which indicate which pixels to write
to depict the first -down line. The ren-
der PC processes this data, and its out-
put is the key and fill signals for the line.
These signals go to a keyer. This process
takes 22 frames in NTSC (or SMPTE
259) time. To compensate for this, the
dirty video out of the switcher is delayed
via a Sierra Video Digilinx and then fed
as the background signal to the first -
down -line keyer. There is a second op-
erator, the lead operator for the system,
who turns the key on and off based on
director input. A third operator is up-
stairs in the booth. He communicates
to the lead operator where the first -
down marker should be placed.

In the case of PVI's system, the line
is added upstream from the switcher.
PVI's system also collects pan/tilt-head
telemetry and sends it to a box they
call the Elvis. This is a proprietary box
based on VME-bus technology. The
PVI approach is heavily hardware
based. This results in only seven
frames of processing delay. A second
PC running a user -interface applica-
tion controls the Elvis. PVI's system
requires three people to operate also.
When it comes to sheer size of a re-

mote production, nothing compares
to the Olympics. The Winter Olym-
pics is no exception. In some ways, the
Olympics is like an NFL Sunday, but
continues every day for nearly two
weeks. Just like NFL games, all the vari-
ous venues need to be transported
back to a broadcast operation center
(BOC), processe and sent on to the re-
quired destinations. The host broad-
caster must make every event avail-
able to various broadcasters around
the globe. In addition, many broad-
casters add their own capability to the
mix. NBC, the U.S. broadcaster, adds

Graphics Technology
a significant amount of infrastructure,
much of it for their graphics packages.
This system is centered around a cen-
tral server that is a repository of stills
and clips created by Quantel Henrys,
HALs and Editboxes, plus Apple G4
Macs running Adobe After Effects.
The Apple G4 Macs are used to create
special effects and elements that are
composited in a Henry. NBC Olym-
pics and Proximity Corp. developed
this central -server concept. Thus, the
initial creation of graphics occurs in
Quantel and Apple equipment. The
newly developed central server makes
the various graphics content available
to CGs and still stores at the various

An EVS slow-motion control in a pro-
duction truck. Photo courtesy EVS.

venues. NBC is using Pinnacle Fx
Deko Its with ClipDeko internal clip
players and Pinnacle Thunder XL
four -channel clip/still stores.

The IDS Corp. will provide scoring and
event timing data for automatic display.
Chyron Codis will input and display
event timing data, while results data will
be fed into each Fx Deko II at the venues
covered. As with football, graphics tem-
plates or beds were built by the network
- in this case, NBC - in New York.

The two new major items at this year's
Olympics are Proximity's "Xenoclip"
clip translator and the "2 ME Box." The
Xenoclip system allows NBC to trans-
late clips produced on Quantel gear
and put them in a data format that is

for Remote Broadcasting

immediately accessible to all character-

generator and still/clip-store gear - not
just stills anymore, but the ability to unify
all clips into one format accessible to all.
The "2 ME Box:' produced in collabo-
ration with Pinnacle Systems, allows
NBC to have a centralizPd storage area
that contains all the clips translated by
Xenoclip. They configure all the Fx
Dekos and Thunder XL units to have
the "2 -ME" setup as a locally attached
drive. This provides the ability to drag
and drop clips from this server to a lo-
cal drive (giving it instant access to play-
back). All venues are connected to the
graphics section of the IBC using either
ISDN or T I lines. This provides the ven-
ues this drag and drop ability as well.
After Xenoclip translates the clips, they
are sent to the "2 -ME:' where anyone,
whether local in the IBC or distant at a
venue, can acquire either still or mov-
ing images for playback.

A significant portion of many remote -
production efforts today is graphics.
One major network worried as long ago
as the mid 70s that graphics would dis-
tract the viewer. Today the viewer often
gleans as much from visual information
presented with the action as the dialog
presented by the announcers. The
graphics area will continue to expand
as many players in the graphics realm
are leading the foray into interactive tele-
vision (ITV). The information gathered
and displayed as television signals can
now also be "re -purposed" for shipment
to "Web servers." As ITV -aware set -top
boxes become available to DTV view-
ers, the ever-growing graphics "engine"
deployed in these boxes will generate the
data that provide the viewer's interac-
tive experience.

Jim Boston and George Hoover are
in the process of writing a book about
the remote -truck industry. They have
established a Web site to promote this
project. If you have anecdotes or other
information that you think should be
in the book, please visit
www.remotetruckbook.com. BE

George Hoover is senior vice president
and general manager of NEF and Jim
Boston is a West Coast consultant.
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BY LARRY BLOOMFIELD

Lt

isted below are some of
he companies providing
quipment and expertise for

the 2002 Winter Olympics. While
space here does not permit a
complete listing, you can view the
entire report on the Broadcast
Engineering Web site,

www.broadcastengineering.com.
Accom will provide two turnkey
equipment packages incorporating
the Abekas 8150 Digital Vision mixer
with Dveous digital video effects. The
equipment will be used by the Finnish
broadcaster YLE and the Norwegian
broadcaster NRK.

A complement of HyTRON 100

batteries and InterActive 2000

PowerChargers from Anton/Bauer
will be used in portable cameras and
Ultralights for remote events.

Canon will be the exclusive lens
supplier for NBC's coverage of all
Olympics through the year 2008.

The Clear -Corn Q700 program-

mable, frequency -agile UHF wireless
intercom will supplement communi-
cations systems for the Opening and
Closing ceremonies.

DNF will provide their DMAT and
ST300 slow-motion controllers.

Dolby Digital 5.1 sound tasks will
be provided through the DP562 digital
decoder. Dolby Surround will be
handled by the DP563 encoder.

Editware's DPE-551 hybrid editor
will be used in some edit suites in the
Salt Palace Convention Center. The
controller incorporates Graham-
Patten's D/ESAM IV protocol.

Evertz Microsystems will be
supplying several key products
including the 8010-SIE vertical
interval SID encoders and Evertz's
HD test generators, downconverters
and distribution amps.

Fujinon lenses are used on several
of the mobile trucks including
National Mobile Television, South-
west Television and Corplex Televi-
sion. Corplex will also use Fujinon's
OS -TECH image stabilization adapter

at some locations.
At least 16 Graham -Patten D/

ESAM 8000s are located in various

Olympic Players
edit rooms.

HDNet MI provide the 1080i HD
feed, which will be delayed 24 hours.

The network is using Ampex and
Sony servers, and a Snell & Wilcox
switcher fed by Sony cameras. The

new Sencore TS3030 HD server will
handle the delayed playback.
Packaging the digital program
material will be Divicom and Tiernan
encoders.

Microwave Radio Communica-
tions and Northwest Communica-
tions Systems are supplying some
affiliates with CodeRunner equip-
ment for live coverage of the Olympic
torch relay.

At the heart of Olympic coverage
will be more than 250 DVCPRO50

recorders, 50 digital cameras and

Ross Synergy digital production
switchers and RossGear terminal
equipment.

Snell & Wilcox will provide much
of the standards conversion
equipment necessary to feed
broadcasters outside North America.
Seven Network Australia will employ
a Snell & Wilcox Alchemist Ph.0 TX
standards converter. A Snell &
Wilcox Mach 1 will feed C7,
Australia's cable sports network.

The 2002 Winter Olympics will rely
heavily on Sony's new MVS 8000

production switcher. Three 8000s will
be used, two for live feeds from the
International Sports Broadcasting
complex and one for post work.

Telecast Fiber Systems will supply
the Viper II modular communications

platform and Adder
multiplexers. They
will be used to
provide coverage of
the Opening and
Closing, as well as

the alpine skiing,
snowboarding and
freestyle aerial
events at the Park
City Mountain

A competitor skates at the World Single Distance Speed
Skating Championships in the Utah Olympic Oval.
©2001 SLOC photo by Laura Schaffer. Photo courtesy
Panasonic.

more than 900 monitors from
Panasonic.

Key Panasonic equipment
includes: AJ-D910WA 2/3" DVCPRO
camcorders; AJ-D960 DVCPRO50

studio editing, slow-motion VTRs; AJ-
0950 DVCPRO50 studio editing VTRs;

AJ-LT95 DVCPRO50 laptop editing

systems; AJ-D940 DVCPRO50 studio
players; AJ-D95DC DVCPRO50

portable AC/DC VTRs; AJ-HD3700

multiformat 0-5 HD VTRs, AJ-
D610WA 16:9/4:3 camcorders, a total
of 35 Ramsa sound systems at 14

different locations and 16 Astrovision
giant displays.

Pinnacle Systems has supplied
the Thunder and FX Deko II systems.

Several flight packs will feature

Resort, Snowbasin
Ski Area and Deer
Valley Resort.

Telex is providing
a 464 -port RTS

ADAM intercom system, complete
with their custom "Override IFB"
feature.

Thomson Multimedia will supply 10
LDK 23HS MKII high-speed super
slow-motion cameras. They are also
providing their "Service Pit Stop."

Vela is providing their IDS line of
integrated, inter -networked distribu-
tion products. Included in the
package are Vela analog and digital
video DAs, monitoring equipment and
software.

For more information on the equip-
ment in use at the Olympics, go to
www.broadcastengineering.com. BE

Larry Bloomfield is a consultant in the
broadcast industry.
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CENTRALCASTING:
No Benefit Without Risk

BY JOHN LUFF

As stations seek cost effective ways to
interconnnect facilities for content
sharing and centralcasting, IP and
Ethernet technology are increasingly
being tried. Last summer, KCTS-TV,
Seattle successfully transmitted a real-
time, multiple -program digital stream
from Spokane to Seattle via an
Ethernet connection. Shown here is the
KCTS-TV control room. Photo courtesy
Harris.
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Broadcast stations used to be
largely autonomous. Some
still are. Managers of local sta-

tions can easily make local decisions on
programming, advertising, personnel
and all other questions that must be re-
viewed daily to keep a transmitter on
the air. But the economics of broadcast-
ing have dramatically and irreversibly
changed. The combined effects of fall-
ing revenue and rising costs have
tipped the scale permanently towards

less autonomy for all stations, whether
they are part of a group or not. Ad rev-
enues have fallen steadily for an un-
comfortably long time. Networks are
considering reverse compensation to
stem their own altered economics. Un-
fortunately, all this has happened in an
era when the FCC has granted the
broadcasters' wish to have an extra
channel on which to broadcast HDTV
(or other services as finally authorized).

Every month, boardroom conversa-

tions consider ways to improve econom-
ics for broadcasters. Some broadcasters
postulate that centralization, commonly
termed centralcasting, may be the only
way to save local broadcasting from im-
ploding in the jaws of the economic vise
it is caught in today.

Centralcasting, or more generically,
centralized operations, can increase
cash flow and help balance the balance
sheet. But it involves making careful,
sometimes difficult, choices. Experts
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CENTRALCASTING: No Benefit Without Risk
who have studied centralized opera-
tions liken these choices to picking fruit
from a tree. The low -hanging fruit rep-
resents the easiest changes to imple-
ment, the higher fruit more difficult -
and some fruit may be out of reach.
When broadcasters think of
centralcasting, their concept is often

worked hard to output a log from pa-
per records. Now, the staff is decidedly
smaller and the work highly auto-
mated. By centralizing traffic, a group
owner can marginally reduce the
number of people required to keep
multiple stations operating, and the
relatively low bandwidth required to

Centralcasting may be the only way to save local
broadcasting from imploding in the jaws of the
economic vise it is caught in today. illy

limited to creating a common master -
control operation for stations with
common parents. But there is other,
lower fruit to consider first.

One candidate for centralized opera-
tions is the traffic department. Before
today's highly computerized opera-
tions, a station's traffic department

connect a local sales operation to cen-
tral traffic makes it quite economical.

Only slightly higher up on the fruit tree
is the promotions department. Often,
the promotions department bargains
hard to get the personnel and capital
resources needed to do a good job of
promoting the station. Computer non-

linear editing and production systems
have made sophisticated spot creation
less expensive, but the creative indi-
vidual is no easier to find or cheaper now
than in the past. Centralizing promo-
tions also comes with a little penalty in
distribution cost. If the central promo-
tions department is created as part of a
broader interconnection, the distribu-
tion may come nearly for free.

Above the low -hanging fruit lies the
potential for large savings over the long
haul. The true redundancy among
broadcast stations varies with factors
that are principally tied to the overlap
of the individual programming grids.
If all of the stations to be centralized
have the same network affiliation, it
seems logical that redundant processes
can be centralized.

One of the approaches first used was
based simply on remotely controlling
the station from a central site, but not
moving any of the video hardware or
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CENTRALCASTING: No Benefit Without Risk
content to a central repository. Using
software like PCAnywhere, or a remote -
desktop control built into Microsoft's
free NetMeeting conferencing package,
it is easy to see how you could simply
remote the display from the automa-
tion system to a central site and elimi-
nate the local person watching the
screen for errors. When coupled with
a return path for low -bandwidth video
and control/status on the transmitter,
this approach seems to be the least
capital -intensive topology possible.

Of course, with low cost comes
tradeoffs some stations will find un-
acceptable. If the connection to the re-
mote PC is lost due to a power failure,
the process of restoring control, perhaps
even programming, might not be quick.
With few, if any, eyeballs watching the
store at the local station, minor prob-
lems that might be solved in a couple of
minutes by a skilled operator become
much more complicated.

At the other end of the spectrum lies a
fully centralized facility in which a local
station without news programming
might consist of nothing more than a

Master control operations at KGET-TV
the Ackerley Group's NBC affiliate in
Bakersfield, CA.The station provides
centralcasting for itself and three other
stations. Photo courtesy KGET.

connection to the transmitter and the
return status that is required in all in-
terconnection topologies. This allows
the local station to avoid any renovation
as equipment wears out. And, if the in-

terconnection bandwidth is high
enough, the full ATSC DTV signal can
be sent from the centralcasting site. If
the DTV stream contains a copy of the
NTSC programming, it is possible to de-
code that stream from the multiplex and
convert it to NTSC at the transmitter site,
reducing the bandwidth to no more
than 19.3 Mbits downstream, and per-
haps 1.5 Mbits upstream. The central site
can provide a level of N+1 redundancy
that the local station might not be able
to afford, since spares are spread across
a larger capital base.

Full centralcasting works best when
the stations all are of one network af-
filiation, since one program stream
could be concatenated and only
interstitials would vary. But that's a
pretty idealized case, to which any
owner of multiple stations will attest.
Thus, the probability is that a unique
program stream is assembled for every
station and some of the redundancy the
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Centralcasting comes in many flavors and should not be
thought as just another way to get rid of people. In fact,
centralcasting technology may be the only way some com-
munities can be served by small staffs. Photo courtesy Harris.

centralcasting site could enjoy is lost,
requiring more hardware.

Centralcasting has its own Achilles'
heel. The cost of interconnection is the
combination of local access cost to a
high -bandwidth network (local loop),
and the long -haul interconnection cir-
cuit (often inter-LADA). WAN circuits
with the appropriate quality -of -service

guarantees and
sufficiently robust
disaster -recovery
provisions can be
expensive. High -
quality video can
be transmitted in
as little as 6 Mbits/
s, but full-time 6
Mbit circuits are
hard to book un-
less one uses DS3
service (nomi-
nally 45 Mbits/s).
The excess bits
cost the same as
the fully occupied
ones, wasting

money.
Packetized transport, like ATM, offers

potentially flexible WAN bandwidth.
Some argue that ATM is inappropriate
for dedicated video service. While it
might suffice to note that FOX Sports
and others use ATM on a permanent
and full-time basis, the engineering ar-
guments should not be ignored. Con-

fusion about the suitability of ATM be-
gins with its ability to deliver isochro-
nous video, i.e., with deterministic de-
livery. However, ATM adds other fea-
tures that are potentially useful in cen-
tralized operations, including
multicasting the same packets to mul-
tiple locations, a wide variety of stan-
dard computer -industry interfaces, and
interfaces designed specifically for con-
verting video data types to ATM.

Another variation on the centralized
operations theme stands with one foot
in both camps. Distributed broadcast-
ing, a technique that requires careful
evaluation by competent personnel,
holds the promise of reducing labor to
the same extent as centralcasting, but
does not necessarily play all program-
ming from the central site. The prob-
ability is high that the station has equip-
ment in place to receive and air net-
work programming without receiving
it from the hub site. Taking advantage
of that existing hardware may reduce
the bandwidth requirements in the
WAN. Such an approach requires that
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CENTRAILCASTING: No Benefit Without Risk
some of the programming plays from
the distributed broadcasting site and
some plays from the station. While
complex, this approach allows distrib-
uted servers to move media efficiently
between sites in the background using
FTP or other techniques under auto-
mation and asset -management control.

If all television was recorded and
played under automation control, all of

these strategies would work well. But
what seems simple becomes potentially
difficult when considering live events.
In the centralcasting-hub case, it may be
necessary to have multiple operators on
duty during peaksports times. Networks
have a habit of regionalizing networks,
and football teams don't coordinate
their plays to fit into a standardized
model for inserting commercials. A hub
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that sends out signals to FOX, NBC, ABC

and CBS stations might find a situation
quite impossible for one operator to
handle, though one operator could ar-
guably control most normal program-
ming on over 10 stations.
As the number of combined stations

rises, the potential total capital -cost re-
duction rises, but not exactly at the same
rate. As the number of streams at risk
rises, the level of redundancy needs to
rise to avoid the catastrophic case of
many stations going off the air due to a
single failure. It seems unlikely that
many broadcasters would have the capi-
tal to take such an approach; at least until
operations have proven successful for a
while and net savings have accumulated.
But the savings in capital cost have to be
looked at over years. With depredation
on an aggressive five-year basis, a 20
percent savings nets only 4 percent of
that amount to the bottom line per year.
While the total is important, the board-
room will not see that 4 percent as worth
much risk The real savings are in hu-
man resources, traded against the cost
of interconnection. This is where the
rubber truly meets the road in central-
ized operations. If the approach you take
can save sufficient personnel to over-
come the cost of interconnection by a
wide enough margin, you will have a
persuasive case.

It is worthwhile to note that central-
ized operations is a fundamental shift
in the business operations of the com-
pany as welL Broadcasting essentially has
been a local business since radio began
over 70 years ago. In the last few years,
radio has moved aggressively to central-
ized operations, and the once -marginal
local -radio business has returned to
profitability. A change at the root of tele-
vision broadcasting may well achieve the
same result. But it will take years to fully
explore the quirks in the factory opera-
tions required by centraliwd operations,
years to minimize risks and years to see
the full benefit of centralized operations
come to fruition. 1E

John Luff is vice president of business
development at AZCAR.
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A
Consumers' new
high -definition TV
sets are dependent
upon PSIP tables to
find broadcasters' digi-
tal signals. Photo cour-
tesy Zenith.

Broadcasters' Guide
to PSIPBY JERRY C. WHITAKER

Although proper implementa-
tion of the DTV Program and
System Information Protocol

(better known as PSIP) at the televi-
sion -station level is not particularly
complex, neither is it straightforward.
Broadcasters have voiced their need for
simplified information regarding the
implementation of PSIP Standard A/
65A. To this end, the ATSC is develop-
ing a draft Recommended Practice to
explain the operator -oriented elements
of PSIP and to provide practical ex-
amples of typical station operation. The
draft document will also provide guide-
lines that should allow designers of
PSIP-related hardware and software to

from multiple markets. The PSIP pro-
tocol was developed with these real -
world situations in mind.

PSIP is a small collection of tables de-
signed to operate within every transport
stream (TS) for terrestrial broadcast of
digital television. Its purpose is to de-
scribe the information at the system and
event levels for all virtual channels car-
ried in a particular TS. Additionally, it
may incorporate information for ana-
log channels as well as digital channels
from other transport streams.

There are two main categories of in-
formation in the ATSC PSIP Standard:
system information and program data.
System information allows navigation

PSIP is the glue that holds the digital television

signal together. a

prepare clear operating instructions for
the users of such equipment.

Inside PSIP
PSIP is the glue that holds the digital

television signal together. Although PSIP
is a voluntary standard of the ATSC, and
the FCC only requires parts of the stan-
dard, it is, in fact, a requirement in
terms of actual real -world operation.
In most locations, multiple DTV sta-
tions can be received - in some cases,

and access of the channels within the
DTV transport stream, and program
data provide the information neces-
sary for efficient browsing and event
selection. Some tables announce fu-
ture events and some locate the digi-
tal streams that make up an event. The
PSIP data are carried via a collection
of hierarchically arranged tables. Fig-
ure 1 shows the primary components
and the notation used to describe
them. The base tables are:

System Time Table (STT)
Rating Region Table (RRT)
Master Guide Table (MGT)
Virtual Channel Table (VCT)

The Event Information Tables (EITs)
are a second set of tables whose packet
identifiers are defined in the MGT.
The Extended Text Tables (ETTs) are
a third set of tables and, similarly, their
PIDs are defined in the MGT.

The System Time Table is a small data
structure that fits in one transport
stream packet and serves as a reference
for time -of -day functions. Receivers can
use this table to manage various opera-
tions and scheduled events, as well as to
display the time of day.

The Rating Region Table transmits
the rating system in use for each coun-
try using the ratings. Provisions have
been nude for multi -country systems.

The Master Guide Table provides in-
dexing information for the other tables
that comprise the PSIP Standard. It also
defines table sizes necessary for memory
allocation during decoding, defines ver-
sion numbers to identify those tables
that need to be updated and generates
the packet identifiers that label the tables.

The Virtual Channel Table, also re-
ferred to as the Terrestrial VCT (TVCT),
contains a list of all the channels that are
or will be online, along with their at-
tributes. Among the attributes are the
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A Broadcasters' Guide to PSIP

channel name and number. This table
is critically important as it contains the
set of data that enables a receiver to tune
and locate the service being broadcast.
The VCT is essentially a list containing
information about each service that a
broadcaster creates (or has announced
that it will create) within the DTV ma-
jor channel assignment, as well as infor-
mation about the broadcaster's associ-
ated analog channel.

advance. At minimum, the first four EITs
must always be present in every trans-
port stream, and 24 are recommended.

Basic PSIP reguiemeats
The three main tables (VCT, EIT,

STT) contain information that makes
it easy for suitably equipped receivers
to find the components required to
present a program (event). Although
receivers are expected to use stored in-

formation to
speed channel
acquisition,
sometimes pa-
rameters must
change. The
VCT is the table
that must be ac-
curate each in-
stant because it
provides the ac-
tual connection
path. If nothing
has changed
since an EIT was
sent for an event,
the anticipatory
use of the data is
expected to pro-
ceed. When
there is a change,
the new parts

would be used. These relationships -
and the tables that carry them - are
designed to be kept with the DTV sig-
nal when it is carried by a cable sys-
tem.

There are certain "must have" items
and "must do" rules of operation. If
the PSIP elements are missing or

base PID

STT

RRT

MGT

VCT

For channel x:

source_id

For channel y.

source_id

EIT-0

source_id

source_id

source .

source sous _id

Figure 1. Overall structure of the PSIP tables

There are several Event Information
Tables, each of which describes the events
or television programs associated with
the virtual channels listed in the VCT.
Each EIT is valid for a time interval of
three hours. Because the maximum
number of EITs is 128, up to 16 days
of programming may be advertised in

wrong, there may be severe conse-
quences, depending on the type of re-
ceiver. The following are key elements
that must be set and/or checked by each
station:

Transport Stream Identification
(TSID). The station must set the TSID
correctly in all three locations (PAT,
VCT common information, and vir-
tual -channel -specific information).

System Time Table (SST). The station
should check the STT time daily and
lock it to house time.

Short Channel Name. This is a
seven -character name that the station
can set to any desired virtual -channel
name. For example, WNABSD1,
KNABSD2, WNAB-HD, KIDS, etc.

Major Channel. In most cases, the
previously assigned, paired NTSC
channel is the major channel number.

Service Type. The service type selects
DTV, NTSC, audio only, data, etc., and
must be set as operating modes require.

Modulation Mode. This parameter
must be set appropriately.

Source ID. The Source ID is a num-
ber that associates virtual channels to
events on those channels. Typically, it
is automatically updated by PSIP
equipment or updated from an out-
side vendor.

Service Location Descriptor (SLD).
The PIDs identified here and in the
PMT must be the same for the ele-
ments of an event/program. Some
deployed systems require separate
manual setup, but PIDs assigned to a
VC should not change (unless there is
a good reason).

continued on p. 85
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Snell at WilCOX.S
System HD
BY RICHARD SCHILLER AND SPENCER BARR

s more TV stations begin
to broadcast in high defi-
ition, an area that must

be given careful consideration is inter-
connection. For the most part, TV sta-
tions use coaxial cable for SD transmis-
sion, driving signals more than 300
meters at the SD data rate of 270 Mbits/
s. Once the shift is made to HD, how-
ever, the data rate is raised to 1.5 Gbit/
s. At this rate, the maximum transmis-
sion distance over coaxial cable drops
dramatically to a range of 100 to 150
meters, and then only if high -
quality coax is used along with
a suitable cable equalizer at the
receiving end.

The restrictive transmission
characteristics of coax at HD
data rates make the use of opti-
cal fiber transmission very attrac-
tive. Two types of optical fiber exist:
single -mode and multi -mode. Single -
mode fiber has a very small (nine
micron diameter) center core, which is
used to carry the optical signals.

The worldwide adoption of a single -
mode fiber -based solution by the
telecom industry has seen many barri-
ers of adopting high-speed optical net-
works considerably reduced. Wide-
spread component availability at afford-
able prices is now a reality

stadium, TV station or even in a large
studio. For longer distances, fiber makes
sense and often is the only practical al-
ternative. Other considerations include
fiber's immunity to electromagnetic ra-
diation as well as its small size and light
weight, both of which make it a fantas-
tic signal transport medium.

The single -mode fiber transmitters in
the Snell & Wilcox System HD modular
enclosure can be supplied with one, two

Up to 12 modules can fit into the
Snell & Wilcox System HD, includ-
ing transmitter, receiver and trans-
ceiver cards.

or four optical outputs like traditional
coax distribution amplifiers. These
multi -output variants are highly cost-
effective for one -to -many connections.
If the same signal is to be fed to two or
more destinations, this is the way to go.

Widespread component availability at affordable

prices is now a reality.

Snell & Wilcox manufactures a range
of modular distribution products espe-
cially for the demanding world of high
definition known as "System HD:' These
are far from typical as they can drive up
to 150m of good coax cable.

Most high -definition products are lim-
ited to approximately 100m. Even this
capability will not get you very far in a

When designing the fiber system,
you'll want to decide whether two sig-
nals should share the same fiber. Fibers
are small, light and very easy to lay, so
you'll want to install enough to cover any
requirements. In fact, many people in-
stall extra unused "dark" fibers just in
case. However, there are times when it
is just easier for two signals to share a

fiber. This is where Wave Division Mul-
tiplexing comes in. By ordering trans-
mitters with different wavelengths (col-
ors) of laser light, a combining rear con-
nector panel can join two signals onto
one fiber.

Though optical transmission networks
provide superior signal handling char-
acteristics to coax networks for long-dis-
tance/high data rate applications, they
cannot work miracles. A poor quality
electrical input signal to an optical trans-
mission system will result only in a poor
quality optical signal being transmitted.
To simplify the design and installation,
System HD's optical modules equalize
and re -clock any HD electrical input sig-
nals before optical transmission and
then re -clock the recovered electrical sig-
nals before distribution.

System HD provides comprehensive
monitoring of many factors affecting
the continuing operation of the sys-
tem. These can be read locally or re-
motely using the Snell & Wilcox
RollCall equipment monitoring and
control system. On an optical trans-
mitter module, for example, monitor-
ing includes board temperature, input
signal quality, the presence of CRC
(cyclic redundancy check) errors in
the video, the line standard and frame
rate being transmitted as well as the
laser device health status. It also can
estimate the length of coax feeding its
HDSDI input. BE

Richard Schiller is senior product manager,
modular products, and Spencer Barr is
senior design engineer for Snell & Wilcox.

IN ADDITION
Visit our Web site,
www.broadcastengineering.com,
for more discussion on the Snell &
Wilcox System HD.
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Miranda IIN

Networldng the Network
BY LARRY BLOOMFIELD

In the early days of broadcasting,
"the patch panel" was the only
way to get sources and destina-

tions changed that were otherwise
hardwired to each other. It is difficult
to credit the person who first came
up with the passive mechanical patch
panel, but they soon gave way to ac-
tive devices that would permit one
source to be delivered to multiple
outputs. Thus, the routing switcher
was born.

In the early days of broadcast routing,
switchers just switched audio and video.
More complex systems that would
switch video, multiple channels of au-
dio, time code and even machine con-
trol were soon developed. As digi-
tal became a part of the broadcast
industry, and since all the bits rep-
resenting each of these functions
could be multiplexed together and
sent down the same path, wiring
became much simpler and easier.

One company capable of ad-
dressing all these configurations
is Miranda Technologies, wit
their Network series of routers
which offer a complete range of
analog and digital, video, audio,
high -definition and telecom routers
in compact packages.

The goal in designing this equip-
ment is to create a maintenance -free
environment. Each router and control
panel is equipped with its own local
controller, thus ensuring overall sys-
tem integrity and decentralizing the
control of the system.

The routing switchers are compact so
they can be easily mounted in the rear
of a rack to maximize rack space. The
routers can be configured for standard
definition or high definition to meet
each facility's digital configuration.

The routers offer eight levels of inde-
pendent control. All models in the se-

ries can be combined with each other
to form larger multi -level audio and
video systems.

They feature a PC multi-user access
control system, and single bus and X -
Y control panels are also an option.
The monitoring and control of the
system is done by using iControl Web -
based management software. Addi-

The model router NBC purchased is
capable of up to 360 Mbit/s with equal-
ization out to 300m.

The Miranda Network series rout-
ers feature the following options:

Formats
The Network series routers are avail-

able in wideband analog video (up to
250 MHz), analog audio, digital video

Typical applications for today's modem routers go

beyond the single station application.

tionally, the routing switchers will in-
terface with nearly any of the automa-
tion systems currently available in the

The Miranda Network 8x8 serial digi-
tal router is capable of up to 360 Mbit/
s with equalization out to 300m.

broadcast marketplace.
Making sure that nearly 200 stations

get what they are supposed to, when
they are supposed to, is no easy task.
An elaborate router system, driven by
a specialized automation system, has to
be in place to accomplish this. After sig-
nificant evaluation, NBC selected the
Miranda Network 8x8 serial digital
router as the backbone for switching
their new digital Skypath system and
the associated integrated receiver de-
coders (IRD) at their affiliates to the
appropriate outputs.

(143 to 540 Mbit/s), DVB/ASI, HD from
143 Mbit/s to 1.5 Gbit/s, digital audio
(balanced 110 ohms or unbalanced 75
ohms), telecom formats 34/45 Mbit/s
and 140/155 Mbit/s, and in RS -422 data.

Sizes
The Network series routers are avail-

able in sizes of 16x2 up to 128x2, 8x8,
16x16, 32x32 and 64x64.
Control Panels
A variety of push button con-

trol panels are available in sizes
of 8x1, 8x8, 16x1, 16x2, 16x16,
32x1, 32x32, 64x1 and universal
alphanumeric X -Y. Panels are

also available with an optional GPI/
Joystick/Tally interface.
Multi -Level Systems
All models in the Network series can

be combined with each other to form
larger multi -level audio and video
systems.

For more information on routing
switchers go to www.miranda.com. BE

Larry Bloomfield is a consultant in the
broadcast industry.

View an online
product demo
whenever you
see this logo.
www.broadcastengineering.com
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VCI's STAR 11+
Traffic System for Centralcasting
BY W. LOWELL PUTNAM

The centralcasting discussion
most often revolves around
master control operations

and technology. This is mostly be-
cause consolidation of engineering
operations offers opportunities for
achieving immediate economies of
scale. Of equal importance, however,
is the consolidation of core business
functions, including sales, traffic and
accounting.

Traffic system requirements
As the broadcast business contin-

ues to evolve, so must its support-
ing systems. Broadcasters moving
towards centralized business opera-
tions should begin by evaluating the
capabilities of their current traffic
system.

Speed is one important element in

VCI's traffic system is an option for broadcasters try-
ing to meet the increased data management require-
ments of a centralcasting environment.

a traffic system for use in a

centralcasting environment because
of the volume of data being man-
aged and the number of users being
supported.

In addition, it should not be neces-
sary to bring down the entire system

for backups or spot placement. The
system should be able to complete in-
voicing during normal operational
hours without slowing down the en-
tire system. Finally, the systems

the centralized operation. They
should be able to manage their ac-
counts electronically and have in-
stant, real-time access to accurate in-
ventory data. The traffic system

Broadcasters moving towards centralized opera-
tions should bin by evaluating the capabilities of
their current traffic system.

should allow for expansion of PCs,
users and printers without perfor-
mance degradation.

Reliability is also an important cri-
terion. To increase reliability, the sys-
tem should take advantage of stan-
dard and readily available hardware
components, including redundant
power supplies, disks and fans.

There should be a
reasonable balance
between the level
of redundancy de-
sired and the ex-
pense of imple-
menting it.
Another require-

ment is for the traf-
fic system to pro-
vide a sophisticated
automation inter-
face. In the central-
ized operation,
where master con-
trol is simulta-
neously supporting
several individual
stations, a highly

automated environment is desirable
to cut down on manual manipulation
of logs. This improves productivity
and reduces costly errors.

Integrated sales force automation is
also key. Multiple remote sales teams
need to be able to interact easily with

should also accommodate different
sales philosophies.

A traffic system should allow for as
many data types as needed to support
both clusterwide and individual sta-
tion requirements.

It should also offer flexible report-
ing to meet unforeseen requirements.
With centralcasting still in its infancy,
it is difficult to predict the ultimate re-
porting requirements of any indi-
vidual group, cluster or station. A
modern traffic system should offer
flexibility for both consolidated and
individual station reporting.
In addition, the traffic system

should eliminate redundant data en-
try to the greatest extent possible
and should support large volumes of
data.

While an ultimate goal of
centralcasting is to achieve econo-
mies of scale by consolidating com-
mon functions, broadcasters must
be careful not to force a cookie -cut-
ter approach on individual stations
within a cluster. The system should
offer complete flexibility to support
unique program formats and sales
practices. BE

W Lowell Putnam is president and CEO
of VCI.
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News Editing:
Cut ...and Paste?
BY JOHN LUFF

Ihave often wondered what per-
centage of all editing done for
television, broadcast and non -

broadcast is done for news purposes.
Many of our broadcast clients report
putting 75 to 100 cut stories on the shelf
on any given day. Multiply by the num-
ber of stations in North America that
produce news (my guess is over 85 per-
cent of all TV commercial stations) and
you get well over 100,000 news stories a
week. Add to that the prodigious out-
put of the 24 -hour news channels and
the thousands of broadcasters overseas
and you arrive at some pretty stagger-
ing numbers - well into the millions per
year. A typical story might have a dozen
edits. If the worldwide output is what I
think, something like a half a billion ed-
its are done per year. That's enough to

time efficient think of the labor saved
or, in economic times like this, put out
of work. There are huge issues at stake
for users and manufacturers. It ends up
all being about workflow. How can
you get pictures from a camera and
sound from location and voiceover cut

are squeezed every day, so savings gen-
erated by workflow are highly valuable.

The bulk of edits in news stories are
cuts, and few graphics are added to
many stories. When breaking news
is considered, it is almost always cuts
only. When electronic editing was

Margins are squeezed every day, so savings gener-
ated by workflow are highly va uable.

together coherently and prepped for air
with both appropriate technical qual-
ity and an editorial approach that
makes the media more compelling? At
one time, broadcasters looked at news
as part of what the Communications
Act of 1933 required: use of the pub-
lic airwaves "in the public interest,

Ingest station

Play to air

1
Control

Edit station

Place your favorite
manufacturer's

VTR here

111111- Browse video
r to the desktop

Low bit rate video

Media storage

111
Disk array

New editing systems offer broadcasters features not available in VTR -only systems,
including a desktop browse system, so editors can view material as it is ingested.

perk up the interest of anyone who sells
equipment to that market.

Even more staggering, if you could
make that output just 10 percent more

convenience and necessity." Today, the
high motives have been joined by big
money, and with big savings come
profits that can be compelling. Margins

invented and news film was replaced
by Umatic tape, broadcasters and net-
works found huge savings in both the
cost of shooting crews and the cost of
operation for news. Coupled with the
immediacy of being able to air a story
minutes after it is recorded to tape, the
revolution that electronic editing cre-
ated is quite incredible.

Now we are on the verge of a second
revolution. Computers are ideally
suited for cut and paste editing of any
kind of media object. We all discov-
ered drag and drop editing for word
processing years ago. Now, inexpen-
sive hardware and fast processors are
making the same simple process out
of editing video. My home computer
came with editing software and an
IEEE 1394 interface for DV files and
cost $900. In a stand-alone configura-
tion it could easily replace one of two
VTRs in a news editing suite and do
so with nearly the workflow speed of
the ubiquitous Betacam or DVCPRO
editing suite that populates broadcast
news by the thousands.

So why hasn't it taken hold? Two rea-
sons: complexity and speed. Only re-
cently have nonlinear editing systems
for news become networked. True,
there have been some attempts in the
past to create systems, but they used ex-
pensive computers, high -cost high -
bandwidth network hardware, and

80 broadcastengineering.com JANUARY 2002



closed proprietary interfaces. They also
used an operator interface that was
optimized for making editing decisions
that you might want to change your
mind about. They were not optimized
for rapid news editing. Just the ingest
process (capturing the content to the
hard disk) was a drag on efficiency.

Now many systems can edit directly
to the timeline. The VTR is controlled
just like it would be in a VTR -to -VTR
editing environment. At least one
manufacturer permits the stand-alone
VTR to control the computer! A
"guest" editor who might be compe-
tent, indeed very fast, can sit down at
such a system and use the "user inter-
face" on the front of a VTR to edit with
video stored on the hard disk of the
edit system. While not the most effi-
cient way to work, it allows for a more
orderly transition for operators.

Some VTRs support high-speed
transfer of media for these applica-
tions. Doing so can cut the time to
load material into the editing environ-
ment by a factor of four. In the future
we may see the VTR acting as an FTP
device to the editing system.

Recently, the availability of low-cost
networks to operate at sufficient band-
width for such dense media as video
have transformed the economics of
networked news environments com-
pletely. The only items of video hard-
ware that impinge on the process are
the inputs and outputs of the system,
including the optional VTR. The
playout goes straight to the produc-
tion switcher just like the output from
a playout VTR would, and remote con-
trol panels that would be applicable to
a VTR work just fine.

Among the savings is the maintenance
of VTRs for ingest and edit. This can be
a large cost to a station and one that re-
quires everyone today to have excess
machines, or be willing to shut down
an editing booth when a VTR dies. The
computer certainly can fail, but as the
MTBF of the computer hardware is
likely much higher and the maintenance
cost much lower, the net operating cost
can be a substantial savings.

One thing a network can provide

that is not available to closets with
VTRs is a desktop browse system. This
allows producers, assignment editors,
copywriters, reporters and others in-
volved in the workflow to view mate-
rial as it is ingested to plan the final
story before they begin the editorial
process. This is the same revolution
that newsroom automation software
has done for the copy side of news, and
these systems will be considered in a
future article in this column.

But beyond the simple review of low
bit rate copies of the media, some of
these systems allow editorial decisions
to be made on the "skinny media," and
automatically conformed on the "fat
media." Imagine the change in
workflow this can provide! When the
producer moves to the edit suite he has
already rough cut the material he
wants in the story, allowing the editor
to do the polishing he is best at, in-
cluding mixing audio and packaging
the final story for playout. By spread-
ing the production process across
more individuals, the workflow can be
significantly improved.

It is possible with some systems to
complete final versions ready for air
without ever resorting to editing on
special-purpose systems. For simple
stories the crew might be only the re-
porter. One 24 -hour news network
has equipped its reporters with
laptops that have editing software
and hardware. By the time they re-
turn from the field the story may well
be ready for air. Of course, the dan-
ger is that production values will de-
cline without the skills of the profes-
sional editor. But these advancements
allow the field kit to be a camcorder,
fishpole and mic, and laptop. One
could even see the transfer of cut sto-
ries via FTP directly to the media li-
brary, complete with metadata con-
taining the script, graphics require-
ments, length and other pertinent in-
formation, over modest bandwidths
when time is not critical. (Cell phone
transfers? Maybe so!) BE

John Luff is vice president of business
development for AZCAR.

The uncomplicated
Central Casting

solution
SIGNAL FORMATS

NTSC
PAL
SDI
DVB-ASI
SDTi
SMPTE 310M
HDTV
M2S (Divicom)
Analog Audio
AES/EBU
Control:
RS -422 and GPI
Datacom:
Ethernet 10/100 BaseT
Gigabit Ethernet
SONET/SDH:
E4
OC3c (STM-1)
0C12c (STM-4)
OC48c (STM-16)

Flashlink

The fiber
company that

takes video
seriously

We give you
the world's
most modern
and compre-
hensive range
of fiber
optical trans-
port products.

Call:

1-866-928-4433
www.network-electronics.com
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INTEGRATED CAMCORDER
Quantel's i0. integrated with Panasonic's variable -frame -
rate HD camcorder: load tapes from the variable -frame -
rate HD camcorder into i0. to produce slow- or fast -motion
24 fps clips; ill uses all of the information from the
camcorder and speed changes are automatic; unique
resolution allows the 720p clips from the camcorder to be
used in HD or SD projects without any preprocessing.

+44 (0) 1635 48222; Fax: +44 (0) 1635 815815

www.quantel.com

012:111111e1

KM01100M

SAMPLING
DIGITAL
REVERB
Sony DRES777: the

reverb processor derives its sound from
actual impulse response samples of real
acoustic spaces rather than from artificially
generated algorithms; up to seven reverb
programs can be provided on a single CD-
ROM software disk and stored internally for
further use; features include 24 -bit A/D, D/A

converters, four -channel surround capability and 96
sampling frequency support.

800 -686 -SONY; 201-930-1000; Fax: 201-930-4752

www.sony.com/professional

NONLINEAR EDITING SYSTEM
Panasonic newsBYTE50 DVCPRO50/DVCPRO: features a
built-in 50 Mbits/s newsBYTE system; switch between 50
Mbits/s DVCPRO50 and 25 Mbits/s DVCPRO operation;
upload and download video faster than real-time speed;
shorten system input and preparation work; intuitive
interlace features real-time transition effects, direct
digitizing to the timeline, eight channels of digital audio,
built-in character generator, key learn, real-time video
modifications, external VTR control, manual and batch
digitize of DVCPRO50 and DVCPRO tapes and additional
shortcut keys.

800-528-8601; www.panasonic.com

NONLINEAR EDITOR
Leitch dpsVelocity: mid -tower and rack -mount turnkey
systems are built around a dual -processor mainboard;
configured with one or two processors; has up to a
gigabyte of memory; includes a custom removable drive
bay subsystem that allows easy interchange of video
hard drives when working on large projects or transport-
ing work to another dpsVelocity system; features a
system and audio hard drive, a CD-RW drive, a dual -VGA
display card and a rugged chassis.

800-387-0233; Fax: 416-443-3088; www.Ieitch.com

NOISE
REDUCER

Teranex Starfront:
noise reducer and
pre -compression

processor applica-
tion tailored for the broadband, DTV broadcast, satellite

broadcast and post -production industries; designed to
optimize compressed video distribution; increases the

quality of compressed video at any given bandwidth;
allows more channels in the same transmission band-

width; utilizes advanced processor -per -pixel processing
to perform de -interlacing, 3:2 pull -down processing,

noise reduction, scene change detection, aspect ratio
conversion, detail enhancement and proc-amp functions.

407-858-6300; Fax: 401-858-6001; www.teranex.com

WIRELESS
MICROPHONE
SYSTEM
Telex FMR-10: UHF

wireless microphone
includes optimized
channel frequencies to
allow up to 10 simulta-

neous operating systems by combining channels from low
and high bands; can have up to seven simultaneous
systems with one band; features a 10 -channel UHF
frequency -agile system with ClearScan auto -channel
selection allowing for a quick setup, transmitter matching
and new channel selection if RF conditions change.

952-884-4051; Fax: 952-346-4985; www.telex.com

PAN/TILT MECHANISM
Telemetrics Panffilt Mechanism: digital servo -controlled
compact mechanism delivers control and programming
versatility; simulates smooth camera operator move-
ments; controlled via RS -232 or RS -422 protocol with
direct lens and camera interlace connectors; smooth
motion accomplished using velocity servo controls and
convergent pan, tilt, zoom and focus presets.

201-848-9818; Fax: 201-848-9819; www.telemetricsinc.com

INTEGRATION SERVICES
Professional Communications Systems
(PCS) turnkey systems integration services:
company offers extensive experience in
station relocation, new construction and
custom projects; offers the resources and
scale of operation to afford early access
and volume procurement of the latest digital technology.

323-436-3500; www.pcomsys.com



A Broadcasters' Guide to PSIP

It is recommended that broadcast-
ers set up a minimal set of three days
of tables. The recommended table
cycle times result in a minimal de-
mand on overall system bandwidth.

Most common mistakes
Experience has shown that certain

errors are common in many PSIP
implementations. Typically, these
problems include the following:

Missing tables, specifically the
STT and EIT.

Major channel number set to the
DTV RF channel number, rather than
the associated (legacy) NTSC chan-
nel number.

TSID set to 0 or 1, the NTSC TSID,
or to another station's TSID; or it is not
the same in the three required places.

System time missing or set to
00:00:00 on 1/6/1980

Some receivers react to these errors
by not tuning to that station.

About the VCT
Broadcaster must input essential sta-

tion -specific VCT information to allow
viewers to tune programs properly.

Because the VCT also allows each mi-
nor channel to be assigned a perma-
nent short name and channel name,
and since each minor channel will keep
the same TSID, carrier frequency (zero
or not), and modulation mode over
time, the PSIP encoder -system software
should allow the user to create a local
look -up table that associates each mi-
nor -channel number with these fixed
values. This allows the user to create
new VCTs simply by entering the num-
ber of the minor channel he or she
wants to include in the new VCT. The
PIDs for each minor channel should
not be changed unless the nature of the
virtual channel changes, because it will
likely increase the time it takes for the
receiver to tune to the station.

Even though the station can perma-
nently assign the TSID and other pa-
rameters for each virtual channel, the
minor channels that the station is using
may change over time. When a program
on a new virtual channel is announced
in the EIT, the PSIP standard requires
that the VCT contain EIT VCT informa-
tion, and vice versa. Because of this, it is

recommended that broadcasters update
the VCT first to reflect a change in the
channel lineup and then use the appro-
priate source_id to construct the EITs.

A broadcaster can transmit a new
VCT containing updated informa-
tion at any time by increasing the
version_number by one. However,
since a VCT normally describes the
channels in the same transport
stream, if virtual channels are added
to the VCT at arbitrary times they will
not be detected by the receiver until
it is tuned to that particular transport
stream. For this reason, it is highly
recommended that broadcasters add
channels in advance (with the
program_number set to 0) to give re-
ceivers the opportunity to scan the
frequencies and detect the channel
presence. This is one reason for pro-
gramming three days of EITs for
transmission. The system design as-
sumes the receivers scan all RF chan-
nels at least once just after being

turned off. For sets that are never
turned off or that experience ex-
tended power outages, filling three
days worth of EITs once a day should
reduce the risk of not having infor-
mation at the time of tuning.

Moving forward
To underscore the PSIP implemen-

tation challenge facing broadcasters,
WHD-TV - the model station
project sponsored jointly by CEA,
NAB and MSTV - has released a re-
port on current PSIP implementation
issues. The report, dated Nov. 14, 2001,
can be obtained from the MSTV Web
site at www.mstv.org. BE

Jerry Whitaker is technical director of the
Advanced Television Systems Committee,
Washington, DC. The author wishes to
acknowledge the work of the ATSC
Specialist Group on Data Multiplex/
Transport, which developed the draft
Recommended Practice upon which this
article is based.

Digital Video Conversion and Inte-face Products by AJA Video

t

PCI Cards
HD-NTV PCI Bus HD -SDI Video Interface/Framestore $7900
SD -NP/ PCI Bus SDI Streaming Video Interface $2,395

Miniature Converters.
HD10C HD -SDI D/A Converter w/SVGA Mode*
HD1OM HD Analog to NTSC Monitoring Downcnvrtr.
D10C SDI to Component Analog Converter, 10 -bit *
DlOA Component Analog to iDI Converter, 10 -bit
D4E Serial Encoder, SDI to NI-SC/PAL or Y/C*
D5CE Serial Encoder, SDI to NITSC/PAL /w Component*
D5D Decoder, 3 -line Comb Fiiter, NTSC/PAL to SDI*
DWP Power Supply, 110 Volt (*requires power supply)

Rack Mount Productie

$2,495
$ 800
$ 800
$1,200
$ 250
$ 375
$ 595
$ 40

R2OD Decoder, 5 -line Comb, NTSC/PAL to SDI, 10 -bit $1,300
R2OE Encoder, SDI to NTSC/PAL or Component, 10 -bit $1,300
FSG Frame Sync/Genlock Module (fits R20E/D Cards) $ 600
R44E Four Channel SDI to N-SC/PAL Converter $ 990
RD5AD Dual Universal A/D Converter

NTSC/PAL or Component to SDI $1,600
RD5CE Dual Universa D/A Converter

SDI to NTSC/PAL or :omponent $1,300
R5CE Universal Monitoring Cistribution Amp, 1X4 $ 590
FR1D 1 -RU, Forced -Ai- Cooled, 4 -Slot Frame,

Dial Power Supply $ 895
FR2D 2 -RU, Forced -Air Cooled, 10 -Slot Frame

Dual Power Supply $1,490

www.aja.com
toll free 800-251-4224
international 530-274-2048 AJA VIDEO
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March 3-6, 2002
Lake Buena Vista, Florida
www.vidtrans.org

The unprecedented expansion of global

communications, infrastructures and the need

to supply a host of traditional and emerging

media services is creating new challenges or

video transport and television professionals.

The telecommunications industry will gather at

VidTranS 2002 to learn about the diverse

technologies and services that make up this

broadband creation, distribution and delivery

infrastructure.

VidTranS 2002 features a unique mix of:

 insightful talks by business, government and

technology leaders

 educational opportunities unavailable elsewhere

 exhibits and demonstrations by service providers

and manufacturers

Register early for conference discount anc special rate

at the Hilton Watt Disney World Resort. The conference

program and registration are available online at

www.vidtrans.org

VidTranS is sponsored by the Video Service; Forum

Media Sponsors:
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The

"Soundcard

Solution"

HENRY ENGINEERING

Sierra Madre. CA 91024 USA
TEL (6261 3553656 FAX (6261 355-0077
FAX -on -Demand Doc #120 (626) 355-4210

http://www.henryeng.com

Matchbox II converts unbalanced
computer soundcards to
professional audio!
Eliminate the hum. buzz, noise, and

distortion caused by mismatched levels

and impedances. Matchbox ll's direct -

coupled circuitry will make your digital

editor sound its best! It's also idea for use

with DAT, CD recorders, and tape decks.

Over 30,000 units in use worldwide.

FC HENRY
ENGINEERING

kVe Build Solution.

Place your
business on

top of the world
with 45,000+
worldwide
circulation!
Advertise in
Broadcast

Engineering!

Cut 601...
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE.

The go -everywhere, AJ-LT95 Laptop Editor

delivers flawless assemble/insert editing in a

lightweight portable package. Designed for 50/25

Mbps editing work, the fully -integrated, AC/DC

powered editing system brings impressive efficiency

to multi -event editing work.

Starting with import and export of EDL data, a

128 -event memory and external VTR control, the

AJ-LT95 breaks new ground for field editing. It's also

equally comfortable on the desktop with familiar

numeric keypad and jog/shuttle control for routine

editing chores. And individual VTR encoder controls

allow for use as a convenient dub-

bing station or twin playback

source machines.

Built within a rugged diecast

case, the AJ-LT95 weighs in

at 28 pounds and includes

two VTRs, a versatile edit controller,

two 16:9 7" LCD monitors and a 4 -channel audio

mixer with long throw faders. For anytime, anywhere

editing, you'll want the powerful AJ-LT95

Panasonic
The difference is your image:"

1 (800) 528-8601 www.panasonic.corn/broadcast

TALLY
MAPPERTM

 Tally Routing & Mapping
 One Button Operation
 Store Maps Internally
 Edit From a PC/Laptop

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and

Multiple Production Setups.

Vid eofra me -
Control System Solutions

Tel: 530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com
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Professional Services

JOHN H. BATITSON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD '1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates, Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61604

Phone (309) 673-7511  FAX (309) 673-8128
www.dImarkley.com

MemberAFCCE

Services
ROHDE & SCHWARZ
Service & calibration of broadcast test
& measurement equipment, analog &
digital. For information call our toll
free number:1-877-438-2880

NETCOM
STATE OF THE ART ENGINEERING

FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO
ENGINEERING DESIGN  CAD DRAFTING SERVICES
CABLE FABRICATION  PRE -WIRED PATCH PANEL RACKS

SYSTEM INSTALLATIONS  EQUIPMENT SALES

(201) 968-0684
FAX: (2011 968-0688

20 EAST KENNEDY ST, HACKENSACK, NJ 07601

TELEVISION
PRODUCTIONS

COLONIE RADIO ELECTRONICS
Joseph L. Yankovich

1012 A Kings Rd. Schenectady, NY 12304
(518) 346-4361 (24hrs.)

VIDEO EDIT SUITES
WOODSHOP QUALITY!

STANDARD OR CUSTOM!
BUDGET OR PREMIUM!

by SPACEWISE®
800-775-3660 info@spacewise.com

For Sale

Studio Exchange
Maximum Flexibility in a Compact Unit

DS R-1500

SONY

Authorized

Professional

Reseller

Broadcast Video Equipment-New & Used

Buy Sell
515-540-1351

Trade Web Store

Fax -848-840-1354

www.studio-exchange.com

Service

GILMER & ASSOCIATES, INC,
TECHNOLOGY/MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

BRAD GILMER
PRESIDENT 2207 RiNGSMITH DR.

ATLANTA. GA 30345
TEL 17701414-9952
FAX 17701493-7421
EMAIL Eglme,@aIInel.com

The NLE Buyers Guide
A buyers guide to nonlinear video

editing systems and disk recorders /
servers for editing with a searchable

database of over 200 products

http://NLEguide.com

For Sale

High Quality
Mini Pack Size

 Mounting Ears or
Drop Down Use

GMZ Electronics.com
emallegmzelectroNes.com

11111111111111111.

II 411411111MIN

Rack Screws - Standard phillips truss
head screws, hex and round head
thumb screws and unique "quick
mount" rack equipment fasteners. All
are heat treated and black oxide
coated. Wholesale prices. Same day
shipping. Order online or call (800)
475-7711. Rack Release Systems -

www.rackrelease.com

YOUR CEO NEVER LOOKED BETTER,
AND YOU GET ALL THE CREDIT!
Producing Industrial Videos? Instructional
Material? Training videos? TV Ads? Your
work can sparkle with originality with the
aid of a virtual set. Call us for information
on how to obtain one an ORAD Cyber Set
0. Become better than you ever dreamed
at producing brilliance for YOUR boss at a
fraction of the price of a new virtual set.
Wrap your future in virtual reality at a cost
of only $75,000! The price is right, and you
can see it in action before you buy. All

elements; Processors, Computers, Server,
Network hub, Tracking computers, LED
cameras, Keyboards, Monitors, Cables, the
works, all at an unbelievable $75.000!
Contact BNB Communications, Chicago,
at Fax # 312-266-6488, email
bnbinc@hotmail.com, or call 312-266-6484.
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AcousticsFirst
Number. 888.765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

LIAThisperitac. PH: 423-585-5827
M FAX: 423-585-5831

SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES
E-MAIL: whisperelcs corn

WEB SITE:
wwwwhisperroom.com

116 S. Sugar Hollow Road
Morristown. Tennessee 37813

Vocal Booths
Broadcast Booths

etc...

I

I

BROADCAST TELEVISION SYSTEMS
ENGINEER: Rainbow Network
Communications is seeking an
experienced Systems Engineer for our
newly built state-of-the-art Digital
Technology Center located in Bethpage,
Long Island. Individual must possess a
minimum of 4 to 5 years experience in
systems maintenance and willing to work
nights and weekends. Responsibilities
include support and troubleshooting live
On -Air Master Control suites and post
production equipment. Must possess
knowledge of analog/digital systems as
well as video switchers, routers, DVE's,
DDR's, automation equipment and editing
systems. Must be able to work well under
pressure situations with minimal
supervision, understand schematics and
use them in diagnosing On -Air problems.
Background should include a hands-on
understanding of computer networking.
Windows O.S. as well as hardware/
software installations and configurations.
We offer a competitive salary and an
excellent benefits package. For
consideration, forward your resume and
salary requirements indicating REF #
0102BE0094KMF in cover letter, to:
Rainbow Staffing Dept-KMF, 200 Jericho
Quadrangle, Jericho, NY 11753. No phone
calls please.

Wanted

CHIEF ENGINEER

Yale University seeks a Chief Engineer for its growing Media
Services operation.

Design, installation, testing and repair knowledge of fiber / cable -

based media distribution systems and audio / video production
equipment required. Hands-on engineering and supervisory
experience preferred. Comfort with PC I Macintosh operating
systems and networking is a plus.

Must be a self-starter, detail oriented, have good people /
communication skills and a commitment to excellent customer
service.

Visit www.yale.edu/ms/engineer.html for more information. Please
note Source Code EABE7479. EOE

fialOSTAV
Engineer the Start of a

New Career with EchoStar
hoStar is the fastest -growing satellite provider in tie nation! Our Digital Satellite

roadcast Centers are changing the way the woric communicates by providing
innovative technology, quality p-oducts and dynamic services. Opportunities exist
now for the following positions:

---, Broadcast Engineers - (Gilbert, AZ, and Cheyenne, Wy)
Video Maintenance Technicians - (Gilbert, AZ)

Field Engineers - Head End - (Nationwide)
Master Control Operators - (Giabert, AZ, and Cheyenne, WY)

Earth Station Technicians - (Gilbert, AZ)
To learn wore about these and other career oppertunities, visit our website at
www.dishnetwork.com.

To apply, please send your -esume and salary history to: EchoStar, Attn:
Human Resources, 530 EchoStar Drive, Cheyerne, wy 82007; or e-mail:

11

HR.Cheyenne@Echostar.com.

For our Gilbert Facility, send your resume to: FR.Gilbert@Echostar.com.
Or you can fax your resume to: 307-633-5633.

E0E/Pre-Enployment
Screening Required

into gear
e your product or service

roadcast Engineering Classifieds!

ewe
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H Wanted

1611 
ARIZONA STATE KAETO

LI N IVE RS ITY At=n

Broadcast Engineering Chief

KAET is looking for a person with a
strong background in the conversion
to the DTV standards. KAET is in the
process of converting all primary
broadcast services to SMPTE 259
and 292. KAET-DT is on the air
broadcasting in HD or multiple SD
channels. KAET is preparing to install
video file servers, graphics,
automation and local area networks.
The person selected will be
responsible for all Studio and
Transmitter maintenance, including
emergency repairs. Will supervise
various Broadcast Engineering
personnel in the installation and
maintenance of broadcast and
associated network systems. Be
involved in planning, design and
installation of NTSC, DTV, LAN and
broadcast systems. KAET is on the
campus of Arizona State University
offering many benefits and
educational opportunities. For
complete application information and
requirements see SR
0-106267 at www.asu.edu/hr/jobs
or www.kaet.asu.edu. Application
deadline is 2/20/02 at 5p.m. or every
two weeks thereafter until filled up to 5/
29/02. 480-965-6512 AA/EOE

Check out
www.dmnclassifieds.com

for more career
opportunities!

MSNBC Electronic Maintenance/
Engineer Electronic Maintenance/
Engineering professional needed to do
front line trouble shooting of a broad range
of electronic systems. Candidate should
be well versed in both digital and analog
technologies. Candidate should be
knowledgeable in computer based audio/
video systems as well as the hardware/
software components that drive them.
Detailed knowledge of the following
systems is required: Audio/Video signal
Routers, Production switchers, linear and
non-linear editing systems, processing and
terminal gear, character generators,
Audio/Video servers, cameras, VTRs, test

measurement equipment.
Understanding of the concepts and
components of computer networking is
required. Experience with Satellite
systems, Earth station science and
uplinking / downlinking is a plus.
Knowledge of the concepts and
techniques of automation and robotics
systems is required. Systems design and
Project Management experience is
required. AutoCAD skills are a plus.
Knowledge of the systems and
components of the newly emerging
technologies in the area of Media
Management is required. The Individual

-motivated
professional anxious to develop and
advance their skill sets to keep pace with
the rapidly evolving technologies of our
industry. Candidate must be able to work
in concert with other members of the
Engineering group as a team player and
contributor in our mission to provide
service. Shift work, non-standard days off
as well as holiday work may be required.
Candidate should have a minimum of 10
years experience in this field with an
educational background in Engineering or
Computer science. All resumes can be sent
via e-mail to employment@msnbc.corn Or
mailed care of: Jeff Meade, MSNBC, ONE
MSNBC Plaza, Secaucus, NJ 07094

Invest your
advertising
dollars where
your prospects
invest their
time...
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The Value
that is Left Behind
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK

The importance of employee
stock option programs in
the world of electronics has

never been questioned by those com-
panies that want to attract and retain
the best talent available in the field.
The fact that such options have be-
come almost ubiquitous for starting
enterprises is a measure of both the
success of such programs and their ef-
fectiveness as a control on the initial
costs of getting a new business on its
feet. Options are still not as widely
adopted, or as generous, on the east-
ern seaboard of the United States, and
I have been continually surprised by
the near -naivete of many supposed
leaders from that coast.

Not, of course, that options are al-
ways a real benefit. For example, we
all probably know some people who
exercised options in the year 2000
(when, if you remember, the markets
were soaring), only to end up paying
taxes on money they no longer had at
the year's end: Tax traps abound in this
area. And many people can look at the
options they are holding today and see
that the values are totally "upside
down," making them similar to the
position you will find yourself in if you
try to get out of a 36 -month car lease
after only six months. Some compa-
nies have been recognizing that situa-
tion and, even with recruiting becom-
ing a good deal easier, they have been
re-evaluating their option programs
for both new and existing staff to re-
tain the best in their industries. They
have also been revising stock purchase
plans to take into account the long-
term values that might have to be ex-
hibited in today's economy.

Given the whole purpose of stock op-
tions (the chance for key, or sometimes
all, employees to share in the wealth that
they are helping to develop), it would

seem to be rather pointless to deliber-
ately shaft those employees at a later
stage. But that seems to be happening
more and more frequently as compa-
nies get close to the endgame strat-
egy that has been devised, leaving the
reputation of some of the executives
involved in the garbage can while

as Enron, which got itself into the de-
livery of broadband data instead of
sticking to its core energy business, to
see corporate decisions - and delu-
sions - that left its many employees
out of work The decisions tore apart
their lives by reducing their 401(k) plans
to junk status and made their company -

Some companies have been revising stock pur-

chase plans to take into account the long-term
values exhibited in today's economy.

they recycle themselves into their
next "opportunities."

A lot of this employee shafting hap-
pens using corporate restructuring,
changing the type of company in a le-
gal sense, and like methods. Often it
happens with many employees being
totally unaware that anything at all has
taken place. The victims - and that
is the only possible descriptor - are
often unaware until after the company
goes to IPO or the whole enterprise is
sold or merged, and then there is no
check in the mail.

In one classic case, an operation in
the East Bay of San Francisco was re-
structured before its sale in a way that
denied the engineers a penny of its
success. The principal stockholder was
already extremely wealthy so the few
extra millions he gained hardly made
a difference to his fortune; but it made
one heck of a difference to his reputa-
tion. In California, at least, some re-
structuring has to be approved by a
state commissioner, but his power is
miniscule when it comes to the pro-
tection of employees. Even when hear-
ings prove that the executives involved
are totally illogical, the commissioner
has the power to embarrass, but not
much more.

We can look too at a company such

assisted stock purchases give them re-
turns that you wouldn't even tolerate
from a casino slot machine. Never
mind the fact that those who master-
minded the demise of such a giant of
a company walked away with fortunes
in their pockets.

Yes, 2001 sure showed a lot of em-
ployees that loyalty is expected by the
employer, but that the employee
should not expect much return for
that loyalty, certainly not when it
comes to the remuneration that the
senior executives or corporate inves-
tors want to walk away with.

When you are looking for your next
opportunity, make it a point to check
out the management's history in these
areas. Were any of them at startups
that moved forward in another guise?
Were there any at operations that did
more than one round of mergers? I
personally could have one wall in my
house papered with options that are
as worthless as many of the stock cer-
tificates that have been issued over the
years for fictitious gold mines, which
I guess is exactly the same thing. BE

Paul McGoldrick is an industry consultant
based on the West Coast.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

paul_mcgoldrick@primediabusiness.com
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iVliami is Frozen!

MIAMI

Signal Quality
Manager

Introducing
The Next Generation in

Networked Monitoring

People Who Use Videotek Think Clearers"'

It's 09:15 and without being there or seeing it, you know

a signal from Miami is in a freeze frame state. How? With

Videotek's multi -format SUM: Signal Quality Manager. With

the SQM you can now simeaneously monitor hundreds of

sites from wherever you chaise, in real-time. Tie multi -

format SUM is capable of monitoring Analog, Digital, HD, and

MPEG signals. As a cost-effective, expandable solution for any

system network, the SUM al ows you to mor ito- all critical

parameters on -screen, with easy -to -understand, color-coded

windows. It also.allows you to customize and edit signal

locations and GPI triggers.

So find out for yourself what hundreds of leading broadcast

facilities already know - when you need dependable,

reliable broadcast signal solutions - WE ARE HERE.

Call Videotek today! = VIDEOTEK®
mim A Zero Defects Company

Toll Free: 800-800-5719 www.videotek.com
Direr.: 610-327-2292



This brave little server loves being alone...

VR 445

This 400 series Server has built in storage

capable of 15 hours at 15Mb/Sec, making it perfect for

the broadcaster or any facility that needs a cost
effective server solution.

* Self contained (no additional outboard processors or

disk array enclosures required)

* Only 4RU of vertical rack space

* RAID -3 and redundant power supplies are standard

* Spotbase and PlayList applications are standard

* Fully convertible to VR440

* MPEG-2, DVCAM, DVCPRO all as standard

* Upgradable for Multichannel use

* Optional FTP connectivity

Canada +1 (800) 387 0233 USA East +1 (800) 231 9673 USA West +1 (888) 843 7004
Brazil +55 (11) 3151 5093 Latin America +1 (305) 512 0045

think video @

LEITCH.
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DVCAM & DVCPRO are trademarked by the respective companies.

www.leitch.com


